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2 A Free Retriever's Digest

From the Editor

Thursday, February 1, 2018

L.S.

With this issue A Free Retriever's Digest enters the second year of its existence as an independent publi-
cation for the proletarian internationalist milieu. This project of collaboration and discussion will continue as 
a bimonthly revue. In addition to the pdf-edition, an effort is undertaken to provide the project with a web-
site to extend its audience and possibilities.

• Here included are three contributions related to the historical German-Dutch communist Left : A 
concise presentation of the Group(s) of International Communists in Holland by Anton Pannekoek 
in 1947; A review of a recently published book on the life and work of the German Marxist and council 
communist Wil ly Huhn (1909 - 1970), and the prepublication of a chapter on the colonial ques-
tion in Indonesia from the forthcoming re-edition of the history of the German-Dutch communist Left.

• A necessary discussion is introduced by two articles from the Spanish forum ‘Nuevo Curso’ on the out-
burst of a  proletarian  movement  in  Iraqi  Kurdistan  and  Iran  at the end of last year – that 
shook the powers that be (and one on the movement in  Tunisia), accompanied by a critique of the 
(more or less explicit) Leninist approach defended by the I.C.T. and the I.C.C. respectively.

• The abstract of a larger essay criticizing a specific vanguard role of ethnic minorities , typi-
cally the black in the USA, that is defended by the current of Marxist-Humanism in continuity with 
Raya Dunayevskaya, is there to stress the need for an open debate among internationalists who adhere to 
profoundly different approaches.

A cal l for assistance  by the group Třídní Válka (“Class War”) at translating an extensive analysis of 
the complexity of the imperialist conflict over Syria and Iraq  has been included. An initiative to collab-
orate among internationalists, as for instance on translations, certainly deserves support. This seems all the 
more the case as it regards (to my surprise) an interesting contribution from the “communization” milieu – 
a tendency that does not enjoy much credit within the small milieu of left-wing communism, to say the least.

The section  Selected  Articles  &  News  Feeds  has  been  particularly  challenging,  as  it  tries  to 
present a selection of press releases over the past two months and an extensive listing on the re -
cent strikes and mass protests in the Middle East. At the last minute, a first internationalist  
statement on the current Turkish invasion of northern Syria could be included.

My warm thanks go out to all readers who have contributed to this issue.

Looking forward to receiving your critiques and contributions.

Internationalist regards,

Henry Cinnamon

A Free Retriever's  Digest aims at presenting publications that are relevant for discussions within the internationalist mi-
lieu in general, and among the groups and circles who claim adherence to the international communist left(s) in particular. It in-
tends to provide comments and a space for discussion.

Readers are invited to send in notifications of publications by e-mail, abstracts and reviews of relevant books, articles or texts,  
and presentations at discussion meetings. Contributions should be written in English and may not exceed 2000 words. Included 
bibliographical references and internet links should be exact.

Articles and contributions express the views of their authors. Publication is at the discretion of the editor. They may be freely  
adopted if correctly quoted with source reference. A notification thereof is highly appreciated. 

 The editor’s e-mail address: afreeretriever@gmail.com.
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Selected Articles & News Feeds
November 20, 2017 – January 28, 2018 (week no.’s 47 – 04)

Workers’ Struggles in the Middle East
The awakening of the proletariat in Iraqi Kurdistan and Iran
Categories: Workers’ Struggles; Middle East; Iran, Iraq;

1 Title: Movilizaciones de trabajadores en Oriente Medio Spanish

Published on: December 29, 2017 Week 52

Author(s): Nuevo Curso

Web link: http://nuevocurso.org/movilizaciones-de-trabajadores-en-oriente-medio/

Subject: Workers’ Mobilizations and Protests in Iraqi Kurdistan and Iran

Genre: Rapid Statement and Analysis by a left communist forum

Length (words): 1,597

Remarks: An English translation can be read on page 17.

2 Title: Is Iran Moving Toward a Real Revolution? English

Published on: December 31, 2017 Week 52

Author(s): ‘An Iranian Marxist’ 

Web link: https://www.imhojournal.org/articles/iran-moving-toward-real-revolution/

Subject: Workers’ Mobilizations and Protests in Iran

Genre: Short Dispatch

Length (words): 597

Remarks: Marxist-Humanism 

3 Title: Reflections on the Growing Anti-Regime Protests in Iran English

Published on: December 31, 2017 Week 52

Author(s): Frieda Afary – ‘Alliance of Middle Eastern Socialists’

Web link: https://www.allianceofmesocialists.org/reflections-growing-anti-regime-protests-
iran

Subject: Workers’ Mobilizations and Protests in Iran

Genre: Brief statement and comparison with the 2009 “Green Movement” in Iran

Length (words): 1,004

Remarks: Marxist-Humanism

4 Title: ¿Por qué se desinfla el movimiento en Irán? Spanish

Published on: January 3, 2018 Week 01

Author(s): Nuevo Curso

Web link: http://nuevocurso.org/por-que-se-desinfla-en-movimiento-en-iran/

Subject: On the reasons of the decline of the proletarian mobilization in Iran

Genre: A first balance sheet by a Left communist forum

Length (words): 1,464

Remarks: An English translation can be read on page 18.

5 Title: Current Developments in Iran English

Published on: January 4, 2018 Week 01

Author(s): ‘an Iranian comrade’ - Insurgent Notes

Web link: http://insurgentnotes.com/2018/01/current-developments-in-iran/

Subject: Workers’ Mobilizations and Protests in Iran

Genre: Dispatch

Length (words): 693

https://www.allianceofmesocialists.org/reflections-growing-anti-regime-protests-iran
https://www.allianceofmesocialists.org/reflections-growing-anti-regime-protests-iran
https://www.imhojournal.org/articles/iran-moving-toward-real-revolution/
http://nuevocurso.org/movilizaciones-de-trabajadores-en-oriente-medio/
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Workers’ Struggles in the Middle East
The awakening of the proletariat in Iraqi Kurdistan and Iran

6 Title: Iran: Bread. Jobs. Freedom. English

Published on: January 5, 2018 Week 01

Author(s): Armin Sadeghi, January 4th 2018

Web link: http://libcom.org/news/iran-bread-jobs-freedom-05012018

Subject: Workers’ mobilizations and protests in Iran

Genre: Statement and Analysis by an ‘activist in Iran’

Length (words): 2,106

Remarks:

7 Title: Iran: Call for demonstrations from the striking workers of the Haft Tappeh 
Sugar Cane Co.

English

Published on: January 6, 2018 Week 01

Author(s): Labor activists of the Haft Tappeh Sugar Cane Co., January 5th, 2018

Web link: http://libcom.org/news/iran-call-demonstrations-striking-workers-haft-tappeh-
sugar-cane-co-06012018

Subject: Workers’ mobilizations and protests in Iran

Genre: A call for demonstrations on January 7, 18.00h

Length (words): 1,017

Remarks: Translation from Farsi. Related source: https://shahrokhzamani.com 

8 Title: Iran- The Working Class Raises Its Head English

Published on: January 7, 2018 Week 01

Author(s): ‘Communist Anarchism’

Web link: http://communistanarchism.blogspot.nl/2018/01/iran-working-class-raises-its-
head.html

Subject: Workers’ mobilizations and protests in Iran

Genre: An analysis from an anarchist-communist perspective

Length (words): 3,614

Remarks:

9 Title: Iran: Current protest rallies English

Published on: January 7, 2018 Week 01

Author(s): ‘Critique of Political Economy’, January 2nd, 2018

Web link: http://libcom.org/library/iran-current-protest-rallies-pecritique 

Subject: Workers’ mobilizations and protests in Iran

Genre: An appreciation by a protagonist of “democratic and progressive movements”

Length (words): 5,129

Remarks: Translation from Farsi. Related source: https://pecritique.com/2018/01/02/

10 Title: Statement in support of the calls for social justice by the oppressed on 
the streets of Iran

English

Published on: January 9, 2018 Week 02

Author(s): -

Web link: http://libcom.org/news/statement-support-calls-social-justice-oppressed-streets-
iran-against-repression-protesters

Subject: Press Statement by Leftists “in exile”

Genre: Statement signed by “125 leftists, socialists and communists from the Iranian di-
aspora”

Length (words): 2,298

Remarks: Translation from Farsi. Related source: http://praxies.org/?p=5804

http://praxies.org/?p=5804
http://libcom.org/news/statement-support-calls-social-justice-oppressed-streets-iran-against-repression-protesters
http://libcom.org/news/statement-support-calls-social-justice-oppressed-streets-iran-against-repression-protesters
https://pecritique.com/2018/01/02/
http://communistanarchism.blogspot.nl/2018/01/iran-working-class-raises-its-head.html
http://communistanarchism.blogspot.nl/2018/01/iran-working-class-raises-its-head.html
https://shahrokhzamani.com/
http://libcom.org/news/iran-call-demonstrations-striking-workers-haft-tappeh-sugar-cane-co-06012018
http://libcom.org/news/iran-call-demonstrations-striking-workers-haft-tappeh-sugar-cane-co-06012018
http://libcom.org/news/iran-bread-jobs-freedom-05012018
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Workers’ Struggles in the Middle East
The awakening of the proletariat in Iraqi Kurdistan and Iran

11 Title: ¿Qué aprender en España de las movilizaciones en Irán y Túnez? Spanish

Published on: January 14, 2018 Week 02

Author(s): Nuevo Curso

Web link: http://nuevocurso.org/que-aprender-en-espana-de-las-movilizaciones-en-iran-y-
tunez/

Subject: First lessons from the proletarian mobilizations in Iran and Tunisia

Genre: Briefing

Length (words): 947

Remarks: The statement by NC on the protests in Tunisia can be read on page 24. 

12 Title: Iranian Protests against Austerity English

Published on: January 16, 2018 Week 03

Author(s): D Saadati (ICT)

Web link: http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2018-01-16/iranian-protests-against-austerity

Subject: Workers’ Mobilizations and Protests in Iran

Genre: An evaluation by a group from the communist Left (ICT)

Length (words): 2,560

Remarks: A critical appraisal can be read on page 21.

13 Title: Iran: the struggle between bourgeois cliques is a danger for the working 
class

English

Published on: January 17, 2018 Week 03

Author(s): Steinklopfer (ICC), January 9, 2018

Web link: http://en.internationalism.org/icconline/201801/14694/iran-struggle-between-
bourgeois-cliques-danger-working-class

Subject: Workers’ Mobilizations and Protests in Iran

Genre: An evaluation by a group from the communist Left (ICC)

Length (words): 1,119

Remarks: A critical appraisal can be read on page 21.

14 Title: Demonstrations in Iran: strengths and limits of the movement English

Published on: January 17, 2018 Week 03

Author(s): WH (ICC), January 5, 2018

Web link: http://en.internationalism.org/icconline/201801/14695/demonstrations-iran-
strengths-and-limits-movement

Subject: Workers’ Mobilizations and Protests in Iran

Genre: An evaluation by a group from the communist Left (ICC)

Length (words): 1,497

Remarks: A critical appraisal can be read on page 21.

15 Title: Iranian workers, youth reach for new radical beginnings English

Published on: January 25, 2018 Week 04

Author(s): Gerry Emmett

Web link: http://newsandletters.org/PDF-ARCHIVE/2018/2018-01-02.pdf

Subject: Workers’ Mobilizations and Protests in Iran

Genre: Leading article

Length (words): 1723

Remarks: News&Letters, Vol.63 No.1 (JAN-FEB 2018)

http://newsandletters.org/PDF-ARCHIVE/2018/2018-01-02.pdf
http://en.internationalism.org/icconline/201801/14695/demonstrations-iran-strengths-and-limits-movement
http://en.internationalism.org/icconline/201801/14695/demonstrations-iran-strengths-and-limits-movement
http://en.internationalism.org/icconline/201801/14694/iran-struggle-between-bourgeois-cliques-danger-working-class
http://en.internationalism.org/icconline/201801/14694/iran-struggle-between-bourgeois-cliques-danger-working-class
http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2018-01-16/iranian-protests-against-austerity
http://nuevocurso.org/que-aprender-en-espana-de-las-movilizaciones-en-iran-y-tunez/
http://nuevocurso.org/que-aprender-en-espana-de-las-movilizaciones-en-iran-y-tunez/
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Workers’ Struggles in the Middle East
The awakening of the proletariat in Iraqi Kurdistan and Iran

16 Title: Iran: Unfoldment of, and contradictions in, revolution English

Published on: January 25, 2018 Week 04

Author(s): Raya Dunayevskaya

Web link: http://newsandletters.org/PDF-ARCHIVE/2018/2018-01-02.pdf

Subject: Movements and Insurrections in Iran 1979

Genre: Reprint of a letter of 1979 by Raya Dunayevskaya

Length: Full page article

Remarks: News&Letters, Vol.63 No.1 (JAN-FEB 2018),p.4. Excerpt of a political-philosophi-
cal letter of March 25, 1979

Campaigns, Attacks and Workers’ Responses in Europe
France, Spain, Germany, Britain

Categories: Democratic campaigns, Populism and State Authoritarianism; Attacks on working 
and living conditions; Precarity; syndicalism vs. class autonomy

1 Title: Macron Decrees English

Published on: December 21, 2017 Week 51

Author(s): MC/KpK

Web link: https://mouvement-communiste.com/documents/MC/Leaflets/BLT1712ENvF.pdf

Subject: The France of Macron: ‘Only autonomous struggle and organization in workplaces 
can stop us being defeated without a fight.’

Genre: Letter

Length (words): 2,956

Remarks: Bulletin No. 15, 4 p. A4, pdf

2 Title: Catalonian Election: Another Example of a Capitalist Impasse English

Published on: December 24, 2017 Week 51

Author(s): Nuevo Curso, 22-12-2017

Web link: http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-12-24/catalonian-election-another-
example-of-a-capitalist-impasse

Subject: The regional elections have resulted in a “Groundhog day” for the bourgeoisie

Genre:

Length (words): 1,816

Remarks: Translation by CWO from Spanish: http://nuevocurso.org/elecciones-catalanas/

3 Title: Annonce: Globale Klassenkämpfe (2015-2017) German

Published on: December 29, 2017 Week 52

Author(s): Nelke

Web link: http://sbefreiung.blogsport.de/2017/12/29/annonce-globale-klassenkaempfe-2015-
2017/

Subject:

Genre: Pamphlet presentation 

Length (words): 816

Remarks: Pamphlet, ca. 120 p. A5, can be ordered online

http://sbefreiung.blogsport.de/2017/12/29/annonce-globale-klassenkaempfe-2015-2017/
http://sbefreiung.blogsport.de/2017/12/29/annonce-globale-klassenkaempfe-2015-2017/
http://nuevocurso.org/elecciones-catalanas/
http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-12-24/catalonian-election-another-example-of-a-capitalist-impasse
http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-12-24/catalonian-election-another-example-of-a-capitalist-impasse
https://mouvement-communiste.com/documents/MC/Leaflets/BLT1712ENvF.pdf
http://newsandletters.org/PDF-ARCHIVE/2018/2018-01-02.pdf
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4 Title: Pflegeakkord nach Tarif German

Published on: January 7, 2018 Week 01

Author(s): Wildcat

Web link: http://www.wildcat-www.de/aktuell/a107_klinik.html

Subject: Reflections on how to struggle in hospitals and the health sector in Germany

Genre: Report

Length (words): 1,881

Remarks: On the current campaign by the Ver.di trades union. Brief version of an article 
in ‘Wildcat’s’ new edition no. 101, winter 2018. Note: Charité hospital, Berlin 

5 Title: Migration and national social democracy in Britain (Wildcat 101) English

Published on: January 15, 2018 Week 03

Author(s): Wildcat

Web link: http://www.wildcat-www.de/en/wildcat/101/e_w101_britain.html

Subject: Extensive report on migratory labor, precarity and labor divisions in Britain 

Genre: Report and analysis

Length (words): 10,201

Remarks: Translated from: ‘Wildcat’ no. 101, winter 2018.

6 Title: ‘Power hour’ or Workers’ power?! – Reports from two Amazon workers, Hemel 
Hempstead, Winter 2017/18

English

Published on: January 27, 2018 Week 04

Author(s): angryworkers

Web link: https://angryworkersworld.wordpress.com/2018/01/27/power-hour-or-workers-power-
reports-from-two-amazon-workers-hemel-hempstead-winter-2017-18/

Subject: Precarity at Amazon

Genre: Report from G.B. on precarious labor

Length (words): 6,519

Remarks:

Bourgeois Factional Strife or Class Struggle?
Venezuela, Zimbabwe

Categories: Bourgeois factional strife; Democratic and anti-corruption campaigns; Crisis 
and state repression; Imperialist maneuvers; South-America; Africa 

1 Title: Zimbabwe – Crawling Between Imperialist Masters English

Published on: December 5, 2017 Week 49

Author(s): CP, ICT

Web link: http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-12-05/zimbabwe-%E2%80%93-crawling-
between-imperialist-masters

Subject: Dismissal of Mugabe – What’s behind the change of the guards in Harare

Genre: Analysis 

Length (words): 3,580

Remarks:

2 Title: Does Venezuela have a Future? English

Published on: January 12, 2018 Week 02

Author(s): Nuevo Curso, 01-01-18

Web link: http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2018-01-12/does-venezuela-have-a-future

Subject: The deterioration of the situation in Venezuela 

Genre: Update article. Translation from Spanish by CWO. Source: 
http://nuevocurso.org/tiene-venezuela-futuro/

Length (words): 1,981

Remarks: ICT reference article (Feb.05, 2015): Oil and the Shifting Sands of Imperialism

http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2015-02-05/oil-and-the-shifting-sands-of-imperialism
http://nuevocurso.org/tiene-venezuela-futuro/
http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2018-01-12/does-venezuela-have-a-future
http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-12-05/zimbabwe-%E2%80%93-crawling-between-imperialist-masters
http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-12-05/zimbabwe-%E2%80%93-crawling-between-imperialist-masters
https://angryworkersworld.wordpress.com/2018/01/27/power-hour-or-workers-power-reports-from-two-amazon-workers-hemel-hempstead-winter-2017-18/
https://angryworkersworld.wordpress.com/2018/01/27/power-hour-or-workers-power-reports-from-two-amazon-workers-hemel-hempstead-winter-2017-18/
http://www.wildcat-www.de/en/wildcat/101/e_w101_britain.html
http://www.wildcat-www.de/aktuell/a107_klinik.html
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North Korea and the Nuclear Danger
North Korea’s nuclear weapons capacities and US policies. Statements and Analyses.

Categories: Militarism and War; Nuclear Proliferation and arms race; Imperialist tensions and con-
frontations

1 Title: Reentry of North Korea’s Hwasong-15 Missile English

Published on: December 7, 2017 Week 49

Author(s): David Wright

Web link: https://allthingsnuclear.org/dwright/reentry-of-hwasong-15

Subject:

Genre: Ballistic analysis

Length (words): 2,383

Remarks:

2 Title: Pressuring China on North Korea Could Be a Mistake English

Published on: December 11, 2017 Week 50

Author(s): Gregory Kulacki

Web link: https://allthingsnuclear.org/gkulacki/pressuring-china-on-north-korea-could-be-a-
mistake

Subject:

Genre: US policy views

Length (words): 1,575

Remarks:

3 Title: North Korean nuclear capabilities, 2018 English

Published on: January 8, 2018 Week 02

Author(s): Hans M. Kristensen & Robert S. Norris

Web link: http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00963402.2017.1413062?af=R

Subject:

Genre:

Length (words): 8,179

Remarks: Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists: Vol 74, No 1. Special Issue: “The good news on 
reducing global risk”

4 Title: Japan’s Role in the North Korea Nuclear Crisis English

Published on: January 11, 2018 Week 02

Author(s): Gregory Kulacki

Web link: https://allthingsnuclear.org/gkulacki/japans-role-in-the-north-korea-nuclear-
crisis

Subject:

Genre:

Length (words): 2,265

Remarks:

5 Title: The Trump’s Administration's Dangerous New Nuclear Policy English

Published on: January 12, 2018 Week 02

Author(s): Stephen Young

Web link: https://allthingsnuclear.org/syoung/the-trumps-adminstrations-dangerous-new-
nuclear-policy

Subject:

Genre:

Length (words): 1,161

Remarks:

https://allthingsnuclear.org/syoung/the-trumps-adminstrations-dangerous-new-nuclear-policy
https://allthingsnuclear.org/syoung/the-trumps-adminstrations-dangerous-new-nuclear-policy
https://allthingsnuclear.org/gkulacki/japans-role-in-the-north-korea-nuclear-crisis
https://allthingsnuclear.org/gkulacki/japans-role-in-the-north-korea-nuclear-crisis
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00963402.2017.1413062?af=R
https://allthingsnuclear.org/gkulacki/pressuring-china-on-north-korea-could-be-a-mistake
https://allthingsnuclear.org/gkulacki/pressuring-china-on-north-korea-could-be-a-mistake
https://allthingsnuclear.org/dwright/reentry-of-hwasong-15
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The Pursuit of the War in Syria 
First Statements apropos of the Turkish Invasion in Northern Syria
Categories: Local and Proxy Wars; Militarism and imperialist alliances; the drive towards War; Near- 

and Middle East / Turkey and Syria

1 Title: ¿Está iniciando Turquía una guerra mundial? Spanish

Published on: January 25, 2018 Week 04

Author(s): Nuevo Curso

Web link: https://nuevocurso.org/esta-iniciando-turquia-una-guerra-mundial/

Subject: The Turkish invasion in Northern Syria – has a world war begun?

Genre: Statement and analysis

Length (words): 1,696

Remarks: Translations in German and Dutch are available via the ‘Arbeiterstimmen’ blog. An 
English translation can be read on page 32.

2 Title: To The International Struggle Against Capitalist Division War English

Published on: January 26, 2018 Week 04

Author(s): Yeryüzü Postası

Web link: http://www.yeryuzupostasi.org/2018/01/26/to-the-international-struggle-against-
capitalist-division-war/

Subject: Appeal  to  “anarchists,  communists  and  other  internationalists”  for  solidarity 
against the military operations in Afrin, AKP repression and war responsables

Genre: Appeal by a group in Turkey that claims adherence to proletarian internationalism

Length (words): 1,129

Remarks: Currently  en  vogue in the libertarian  communist milieu.  Curiously the appeal 
leaves out any critique of Kurdish nationalism/the reactionary role of PKK-YPG.

Miscellaneous Topics (in chronological order)
Categories: Specified per article

1 Title: Climate Change: What is to be Done? Part 2: Climate and the Economy English

Published on: December 13, 2017 Week 50

Author(s): José A. Tapia

Web link: https://brooklynrail.org/2017/12/field-notes/Climate-Change-What-is-to-be-Done-
Part-2-Climate-and-the-Economy

Subject: Discussion of the Hansen – Krugman controversy of 2009 over a ‘cap and trade’ 
system for CO2 emissions vs. a ‘carbon tax’

Genre: Background article

Categories: Capitalism and environmental catastrophes; Climate change

Length (words): 4,130

Remarks: Extensive references for further reading 

https://brooklynrail.org/2017/12/field-notes/Climate-Change-What-is-to-be-Done-Part-2-Climate-and-the-Economy
https://brooklynrail.org/2017/12/field-notes/Climate-Change-What-is-to-be-Done-Part-2-Climate-and-the-Economy
http://www.yeryuzupostasi.org/2018/01/26/to-the-international-struggle-against-capitalist-division-war/
http://www.yeryuzupostasi.org/2018/01/26/to-the-international-struggle-against-capitalist-division-war/
https://arbeiterstimmen.wordpress.com/2018/01/29/beginnt-die-tuerkei-einen-weltkrieg/
https://nuevocurso.org/esta-iniciando-turquia-una-guerra-mundial/
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The historical communist Left
Texts and Historiography
Categories: German-Dutch Communist Left; Russian Communist Left

1 Title: Herman Gorter 1914: die Phase des Imperialismus bringt die Arbeiterklasse 
auf eine Front dem Kapital gegenüber

German

Published on: December 14, 2017 Week 50

Author(s): Herman Gorter (Extract)

Web link: https://arbeiterstimmen.wordpress.com/2017/12/14/herman-gorter-1914-die-phase-
des-imperialismus-bringt-die-arbeiterklasse-auf-eine-front-dem-kapital-
gegenueber/

Subject: Proletarian internationalism against World War I.

Genre: Text of the German-Dutch communist Left

Length (words): 1,442

Remarks: Extract from: Herman Gorter, Der Imperialismus, der Weltkrieg und die 
Sozialdemokratie. S.13/17. (“Imperialism, World War and Social-Democracy”). 
Translated from the S.D.P. party pamphlet, Amsterdam, September 1915 (originally 
October 1914)

2 Title: Bukharin on the “Socialist” Opposition to Soviet Power English

Published on: December 30, 2017 Week 52

Author(s): CWO

Web link: http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-12-30/bukharin-on-the-%E2%80%9Csocialist
%E2%80%9D-opposition-to-soviet-power

Subject: “N. Bukharin, Political Review: The Heroes of Social Treason”, from “Kommunist” 
No.1, April 20, 1918

Genre: Text of Russian communist Left (“Kommunist 1918”)

Length (words): 3,199

Remarks: Annotated translations series from “Kommunist 1918” by the CWO, with a brief in-
troduction.

3 Title: Vor 100 Jahren: wie die Sozialdemokratie sich in die Kampffront gegen den  
Sozialismus einschaltete

German

Published on: January 18, 2018 Week 03

Author(s): Arbeiterpolitik, 17.1.1918

Web link: https://arbeiterstimmen.wordpress.com/2018/01/18/vor-100-jahren-wie-die-
sozialdemokratie-sich-in-die-kampffront-gegen-den-sozialismus-einschaltete

Subject: The counter-revolutionary role of social-democracy (World War I)

Genre: Text of the German-Dutch communist Left (The ‘Bremen Left’)

Length (words): 1,434

Remarks:

4 Title: Jaurès et socialisme français sur le colonialisme French

Published on: January 25, 2018 Week 04

Author(s): Philippe Bourrinet

Web link: http://pantopolis.over-blog.com/2018/01/jaures-et-socialisme-francais-sur-le-
colonialisme.html

Subject: On the colonial ambiguities of the famous ‘Kantian Marxist’.

Genre: Historiography, prepublication article 

Length (words): 1,263

Remarks: A revised edition of the author’s History of the German-Dutch communist Left is 
foreseen in the course of next Spring.

A chapter on the communist Left and the colonial question regarding Indonesia can 
be read on page 29.

http://pantopolis.over-blog.com/2018/01/jaures-et-socialisme-francais-sur-le-colonialisme.html
http://pantopolis.over-blog.com/2018/01/jaures-et-socialisme-francais-sur-le-colonialisme.html
https://arbeiterstimmen.wordpress.com/2018/01/18/vor-100-jahren-wie-die-sozialdemokratie-sich-in-die-kampffront-gegen-den-sozialismus-einschaltete
https://arbeiterstimmen.wordpress.com/2018/01/18/vor-100-jahren-wie-die-sozialdemokratie-sich-in-die-kampffront-gegen-den-sozialismus-einschaltete
http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-12-30/bukharin-on-the-%E2%80%9Csocialist%E2%80%9D-opposition-to-soviet-power
http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-12-30/bukharin-on-the-%E2%80%9Csocialist%E2%80%9D-opposition-to-soviet-power
https://arbeiterstimmen.wordpress.com/2017/12/14/herman-gorter-1914-die-phase-des-imperialismus-bringt-die-arbeiterklasse-auf-eine-front-dem-kapital-gegenueber/
https://arbeiterstimmen.wordpress.com/2017/12/14/herman-gorter-1914-die-phase-des-imperialismus-bringt-die-arbeiterklasse-auf-eine-front-dem-kapital-gegenueber/
https://arbeiterstimmen.wordpress.com/2017/12/14/herman-gorter-1914-die-phase-des-imperialismus-bringt-die-arbeiterklasse-auf-eine-front-dem-kapital-gegenueber/
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Discussion topics in the proletarian internationalist Milieu
The present crisis; Marxist-Humanism; The October Revolution 1917; ‘Communization”
Categories: Grand Large (ex-IP) / Marxist-Humanism / “Communization Theory”

1 Title: PROPOS SUR LA CRISE ACTUELLE French

Published on: November 22, 2017 Week 47

Author(s): Prise de Parole

Web link: https://httpgrandlarge.wordpress.com/2017/11/22/a-propos-de-la-crise-actuelle/

Subject: Reflections on post-modernity and the signposts of a society beyond capitalism

Genre: Essay

Length (words): 4,437

Remarks: Needs translation

2 Title: The Communist Left and Marxist Humanism - Part 2/2 The ‘Unfinished American 
Revolution’

English

Published on: November 22, 2017 Week 47

Author(s): Fredo Corvo

Web link: http://libcom.org/blog/communist-left-marxist-humanism-part-22-unfinished-
american-revolution-22112017

Subject: A critique of the vanguard role of ethnic minorities, specifically the ‘black 
people’ in the USA.

Genre: Council communist critique of Marxist-humanism

Length (words): 8,560

Remarks: An abstract by the author can be read on page 28.

3 Title: THE GREATEST PROMISE, THE GREATEST LIE English

Published on: November 30, 2017 Week 48

Author(s): Internationalist Perspective

Web link: https://internationalistperspective.org/the-greatest-promise-the-greatest-lie/

Subject: Lessons from the October Revolution 1917, and its difference with the present

Genre: Summary essay

Length (words): 2,418

Remarks:

4 Title: La ideología de la comunización como tergiversación del comunismo e 
inadecuada respuesta a las dificultades

Spanish

Published on: December 19, 2017 Week 51

Author(s): Inter-rev

Web link: https://edicionesinterrev.wordpress.com/2017/12/19/la-ideologia-de-la-
comunizacion-como-tergiversacion-del-comunismo-e-inadecuada-respuesta-a-las-
dificultades/

Subject: A critique of “communization theory” (Dauvé, Astarian et al.)

Genre: Pamphlet announcement, TOC., recurring to Marx

Length (words): 3,181

Remarks: Pamphlet freely available as pdf, 172 p. A4.

https://edicionesinterrev.wordpress.com/2017/12/19/la-ideologia-de-la-comunizacion-como-tergiversacion-del-comunismo-e-inadecuada-respuesta-a-las-dificultades/
https://edicionesinterrev.wordpress.com/2017/12/19/la-ideologia-de-la-comunizacion-como-tergiversacion-del-comunismo-e-inadecuada-respuesta-a-las-dificultades/
https://edicionesinterrev.wordpress.com/2017/12/19/la-ideologia-de-la-comunizacion-como-tergiversacion-del-comunismo-e-inadecuada-respuesta-a-las-dificultades/
https://internationalistperspective.org/the-greatest-promise-the-greatest-lie/
http://libcom.org/blog/communist-left-marxist-humanism-part-22-unfinished-american-revolution-22112017
http://libcom.org/blog/communist-left-marxist-humanism-part-22-unfinished-american-revolution-22112017
https://httpgrandlarge.wordpress.com/2017/11/22/a-propos-de-la-crise-actuelle/
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Documents of the historical communist Left
The Crisis in Socialist Theory: The “Group of International Communists” in 
Holland (1947)

Title: The Crisis in Socialist Theory; The “Group of International 
Communists” in Holland (Dr. Anton Pannekoek)

Language: English

Document: Left, No. 132 (London, October 1947), p. 225-228; Reprinted in: 
Southern Advocate for Workers’ Councils, No. 40 (Melbourne, December 
1947).

Author(s): Anton Pannekoek

Web links: http://www.aaap.be/Pages/Pannekoek-en-1947-The-Crisis-In-Socialist-
Theory.html

Subject: Socialist theory; Marxism

Categories: Council Communism; G.I.C.; Anton Pannekoek

Remarks: Source transcription from MIA revised by Vico/AAAP (January 9, 
2018). With bibliographical references. Dutch & French translations 
are available at the AAAP website.

A summary introduction to the origins and work of the Group(s) of International Communists (G.I.C.)  
by Anton Pannekoek in 1947.

The first world war and the ensuing Russian and 
German  revolutions  raised  new  problems  and 
brought about profound changes in the ideas of 
workers  and  Socialists.  The  German  Socialist 
Party, the apparently powerful organisation ready 
to conquer political dominance and thereby to es-
tablish  Socialism,  when  in  power  turned  out  a 
means for re-establishing capitalism. In Russia the 
workers had beaten down Czarism and taken pos-
session of the factories and the land; now State 
Capitalism brought them into stricter slavery un-
der a new master class. And not reformism only 
was to be blamed; the most notable spokesmen of 
uncompromising  radicalism,  renowned  as  Marx-
ists, such as Kautsky and Lenin, were agents in 
this  development.  Clearly  there  must  be  some-
thing wrong in the current doctrine.
The current doctrine was that the workers by bal-
lot elect a Parliament and determine a Govern-
ment of Socialists; then these politicians and of-
cials have to do the essential work of expropriat-
ing the capitalists, of abolishing private ownership 
of the means of production, and of organising pro-
duction. The ensuing system of public ownership, 
where the workers are wage-earners in service of 
the State, is entirely different from common own-
ership,  where the workers  are  direct  masters  of 
the  enterprises  and  regulate  their  work  them-
selves. In the latter case the problem arises of how 
these  enterprises  can  be  combined  into  a  well-

planned social organisation. In fervent discussions, 
intense  spiritual  activity,  the  different  leftist 
groups that had split  off from the Socialist and 
the  Communist  Parties,  tried  to  discover  what 
other ways of action should lead the working class 
to the goal of freedom.
Political refugees to Holland who had taken part 
in the fight of the German workers, 1920-1921, in 
the Ruhr rebellion and in that  of the Saxonian 
plants, had experienced what a wealth of initiative 
and capacities sprang up in the masses when they 
stood  before  the  task  of  organising  themselves, 
their life and their fight. In Holland, owing to its 
situation  in  the  midst  of  English,  French,  and 
German  influences,  fundamental  theoretical  un-
derstanding  had  penetrated  into  rather  broad 
groups of workers and intellectuals. Out of their 
collaboration a group of militants, calling them-
selves  “Group  of  International  Communists” 
(g.i.c.), came forward and set themselves to the 
study of the economic basis of the new society. 
They knew quite well that the workers’ revolution 
would not bring at once, as by miracle, a world of 
abundance where everybody had only to take ac-
cording to his wishes. The new socialist order has 
to be built up in hard fight and deliberate work, 
by means of a well-devised organisation, according 
to strict rules of proletarian equity. Every form of 
society has its solid material basis in an economic 
system,  a  mode  of  production  and distribution, 

https://www.marxists.org/archive/pannekoe/1947/gik.htm
http://www.aaap.be/Pages/Pannekoek-en-1947-The-Crisis-In-Socialist-Theory.html
http://www.aaap.be/Pages/Pannekoek-en-1947-The-Crisis-In-Socialist-Theory.html
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that  determines  its  structure  and  character. 
Already before but still more after the war many 
authors  had  occupied themselves  with  this  eco-
nomic  problem  (Kautsky,  Hilferding,  Neurath, 
Leichter, Max Weber, Cole etc.), but they had all 
assumed as its base that a central leading power is 
necessary, a government that imposes its regula-
tions upon the separate units of production. An-
archist  writers,  surely,  had  proclaimed  the 
autonomy of  the  separate  shops;  but  there  the 
connection into a social organisation was left to 
goodwill only.
The g.i.c. in studying the problem, the main prob-
lem of Socialism, of how to combine freedom with 
organisation, perceived that they had only to con-
tinue  along  the  lines  of  thought  laid  down  by 
Marx in occasional small notes, in the Capital and 
in his remarks on the Gotha programme of the 
German s.d. Marx did not speak therein of State-
socialism, which he opposed strongly, but of “the 
association of free and equal [producers]”, direct-
ing their work themselves; he pointed out that in-
stead of  value and money the “average time of 
production”, measured in hours of work, will form 
the basis of the new economic system. These ideas 
which  the  “Marxist”  writers  had  entirely  aban-
doned, were now worked out by the g.i.c. authors 
in an important booklet: Principles of Commun-
ist  Production  and  Distribution that  in  1930 
appeared in German, and in Dutch. There it is 
shown that by the book-keeping of every enter-
prise, completed by registration and book-keeping 
of the processes of social production, on the basis 
of  the  hours  spent,  the  workers  are  able  them-
selves to supervise and direct production and dis-
tribution. Bodies of delegates, “workers councils” 
are the instruments in organising the separate en-
terprises into a social entirety.  It  is shown that 
this is not simply a possible and better form than 
State-directed Socialism, but that it  is the only 
possible form. It is not possible for a central bur-
eaucracy of ofcials and experts to ascertain all 
needs, prescribe all the work and supervise all the 
processes in their details; all the proposed systems 
lead to  arbitrariness  in  distribution by a ruling 
minority. Self-rule of the free and equal producers, 
on the one hand, is able to regulate production 
and distribution without difculty, the rules and 
dealings being imposed by economic realities. The 
difculties  arise  by  interposing  a  State-power 
between production and consumption.  Thus the 
aspirations  of  self-determination  arising  in  the 
workers,  from mere sentiment and political pro-
gramme were turned into embodiment of an eco-
nomic necessity. Thus a scientific foundation was 
laid for the task of self-liberation of the working 
class.

It is to be regretted that this book was not access-
ible to English workers (the bulk of the German 
edition moreover was destroyed with the ascend-
ancy of Nazism), because its practical basis could 
appeal  strongly  to  the  practical  English  mind. 
Now that Capitalism grows into an international 
power,  and fighting conditions tend to be more 
equalised  over  the  world,  the  workers  in  every 
country  should  look  for  more  international  ex-
change of experiences and ideas.
For the time being this study gave a strong im-
pulse to the propaganda of the little group. In its 
statement  of  principles  the  g.i.c.  rejected  party 
politics  and  union  leaderism,  and  put  up  the 
workers  councils  as  the  form of  organisation  of 
self-rule. It called upon the workers to take up the 
fight for communist production, to take into their 
own  hands  the  direction  and  administration  of 
production and distribution according to general 
rules,  and thus to realise the association of free 
and equal producers.
The g.i.c. did not constitute itself as a new party 
trying to get adherents; it  put up the principle 
that in all practical action of real fight the work-
ers have to act - and will act - as one solid unity, 
against which the differences between the groups 
and parties and unions are futile. Besides several 
pamphlets it brought out regularly “press materi-
als” put at the disposal of all groups who should 
wish to publish it, in which current events were 
treated  from  this  new  point  of  view.  Thus,  in 
friendly  discussion  with  other  leftist  groups, 
strongly and fundamentally opposing the Social-
ists in power and the Communist Parties, it dis-
seminated  its  ideas.  In  an  irregularly  appearing 
Rätekorrespondenz (Council  Correspondence) 
theoretical questions were treated. In 1938 it pub-
lished in German Lenin als Philosoph (Lenin as 
a Philosopher), wherein it is shown that Lenin, in 
his basic philosophical ideas, stands over against 
Marxism; by lack of financial means it could only 
be issued in a limited number of cyclostyled cop-
ies.  After  the war  the  g.i.c.  combined with the 
group Spartacus that to a great extent had gone 
in the same direction; that had a broader mem-
bership, but in the underground fight against the 
Germans had lost its most prominent spokesmen. 
Together they publish now the weekly Spartacus, 
the  only  weekly  paper  that  makes  uncomprom-
ising class fight of the working class for freedom 
and mastery of production the basis and contents 
of all its propaganda. A book on  De Arbeiders-
raden (The Workers’ Councils), expounding these 
views (which also exists in an English version in 
manuscript) was published by them last year.

Anton Pannekoek, 1947. 
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Book Review: “In Search of Rosa’s Heritage”
The German Marxist Willy Huhn (1909 – 1970)

Jochen Gester Auf der Suche nach Rosas Erbe. 
Der deutsche Marxist Willy Huhn (1909-1970)

Die Buchmacherei, Berlin, 2017, German. 

Paperback, 628p. + CD 207p. (Pdf); €22,-. ISBN 978-3-00-056463-5. Orders via Die Buchmacherei, 
with postal charges.

Book Description by the Editor
The workers’ movement of the 20th Century was a 
historically  powerful  force.  For  generations  it 
could influence the political landscape in its sense. 
But  both  its  main  political  currents,  Social 
Democracy and Bolshevism lost their emancipat-
ing potential, each in a different way, and became 
bearers of new relations of dominance. Today it 
becomes clearer than ever that to overcome capi-
talism  new  political  beginnings  are  necessary. 
Therefor it is on hand to raise the question what 
answers the historically marginalized tendencies of 
the workers’ movement gave and how they tried 
to practically realize their idea. And it is of course 
interesting  [to  find  out]  which  part  falls  upon 
themselves for their proposals to have met so little 
resonance.  How  should  Marxists  who  share  the 
critique of Rosa Luxemburg on both Lenin and 
majoritarian  Social  Democracy  have  situated 
themselves in the second half of the 20th Century? 
Willy Huhn, who deceased in 1970, is one of the 
few German socialists who confronted themselves 
with this task. His political life and writings are 
however hardly known. The book we have pub-
lished  has  the  vocation  of  filling  in  this  gap. 
Jochen  Gester  has  conceived  an  extensive  bio-
graphical  sketch of the author, that makes pur-
suable – in the first place by Huhn’s thought itself 
– how Huhn became politically socialized and how 
his learning process developed that finally made 
him a protagonist of anti-authoritarian socialism. 
In addition, the book enables the reader to study 
Huhn  in  more  than  30  documents  by  his  own 
work. 

Source: Auf der Suche nach Rosas Erbe. 
http://diebuchmacherei.de/produkt/auf-der-suche-nach-
rosas-erbe/

Translation and annotations: H.C., January 16, 2018

A  text  by  Huhn  from  the  book:  “Lenin  als 
Utopist” (“Lenin as a Utopian”)

Book Review: Willy Huhn, an unknown coun-
cil communist
The author qualifies/denotes this work as “a bio-
graphical  sketch”.  This  is  all  too  modest,  as 
Gester has succeeded in describing and critically 

analyzing Huhn’s personal and political develop-
ment in 200 pages. Further, the book contains a 
selection of texts by Huhn on 400 pages in print, 
and more than 20 pages in PDF on a CD-ROM.
In his preface Gester explains how he incidentally 
ran into Huhn’s text “Trotzki – der verhinderte  

https://arbeiterstimmen.files.wordpress.com/2018/01/lenin-als-utopist.pdf
https://arbeiterstimmen.files.wordpress.com/2018/01/lenin-als-utopist.pdf
http://diebuchmacherei.de/produkt/auf-der-suche-nach-rosas-erbe/
http://diebuchmacherei.de/produkt/auf-der-suche-nach-rosas-erbe/
http://diebuchmacherei.de/produkt/auf-der-suche-nach-rosas-erbe/
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Stalin”. (1) His interest in this author unknown to 
him was instantly raised. Not without reason he 
qualifies Huhn as an important theoretician of so-
cialism, which is documented by the text selection 
from the 10 meters  of  bookshelves  occupied by 
the Huhn archive at the Amsterdam I.I.S.G. in-
cluded in the compendium. The main emphasis of 
his work consists of the critique of the German 
majoritarian social democracy, Leninism and Trot-
skyism. Educated politically since 1929 in the so-
cial-democratic  youth  and  trades  union  move-
ment, Huhn adhered to the left wing of the SPD 
as a young man. Following his exclusion he had 
his first encounter with Trotskyism, but was re-
volted by its Bolshevik methods.
He  subsequently  came into  contact  with  former 
members  of  the  K.A.P.D.  who would constitute 
the  ‘Rote  Kämpfer’ in Germany. He has to be 
characterized as a council communist since. Huhn 
analyzed the emerging fascism in the 1930s as a 
process  whose  origins  lie  in  the  Lasallean  ten-
dency of the German workers’ movement to lean 
on the Bismarckian state. Isolated in the NS-pe-
riod, Huhn got lost in a kind of national Bolshe-
vism,  which he  never  completely  got  rid  of,  as 
Gester  critically  demonstrates.  After  1945 Huhn 
was engaged in the S.E.D., was excluded, changed 
to the SPD and was excluded once more. In this 
time he was editor at ‘Pro und Contra’, collabo-
rator  to  ‘Neues  Beginnen’ (“New  Beginning”) 
and ‘Funken’ (“Spark”). In the 1960s Huhn made 
contact with the students’ movement, whose anti-
authoritarian wing he was sympathetic with. He 
reacted head shaking to the “authoritarian turn” 
of the SDS, in which a majority consecrated itself 
to ML part forming.
Huhn did however not content himself with “testi-
fying  to  the  world,  in  a  ‘Watchtower’-like  way,  
that he alone had found the truth”, like “activists 
of small leftist groups”. (p. 9, 10) In his afterword 
Gester arrives at the conclusion “Going forward is  
only possible with a new political culture of deal-
ing with each other, in which we learn to fight  
among ourselves  and to  respect  one another  at  
the same time.” In contradiction to this he views 
Neo-Leninist  organizations  that  are  marked  by 
“the  erroneous  conception  that  the  bearers  of  

1) “Trotsky, the Stalin impeded – Trotsky’s Bonapartism 1918 
– 1923.” Berlin-Wannsee, 13./15. January 1951. An English 
translation is unknown to us. 
https://www.marxists.org/deutsch/archiv/huhn/1973/trotz
ki/3-bonapartismus.htm  

ideas  of  these  organizations  would  know which  
way to go, and the others would not yet under-
stand this of would not want to know it. Exactly  
at this point Willy Huhn drew one of his central  
lessons from the experience of the common fail-
ure, a conclusion that is fit to be taken up and  
that is recommendable indeed.”
To illustrate  this  motto I  provide the  following 
quotation of Huhn in the book, that has my spe-
cial likening because of my experiences with a left 
communist  organization in  the 1970s and 1980s 
that functioned ever more as a Leninist sect:
“The fear of ‘confusion’ as such! Gradually one  
transforms this into a slogan for the strangling of  
the freedom of opinion and conscience.  How do 
you in fact conceive of a vivid democratic discus-
sion, without any confusion, which is at first the  
result of every collision of different views? It is  
precisely the precondition for any creative forma-
tion of opinion and consciousness, that a chaotic  
(‘confusing’) moment arrives by the confrontation  
between the points of view time and again, from  
which the clearer, better views must develop ev-
ery time again. Who that acts with the delusional  
arrogance that his opinion is the only correct one  
in advance, for whom tries to let it prevail by any  
means  –  including  by  ‘democratic’  (say:  dema-
gogic)  ones  –  of  course  all  different  views  are  
“confusing”. Should I allow myself, I would qualify  
your views as confusing ones in the same right.  
This  confusion,  this  momentary  unclarity,  this  
dissolution of fixed opinions is welcome in order  
to arrive at new, better higher forms of conscious-
ness. Therefor I welcome the ‘confusion’! Without  
it,  democratic  freedom of  opinion is  just  dema-
goguery. Not from discussion, but from acclama-
tion to already constituted views, declared [from]  
above,  should  emerge  class  consciousness  with  
you.  This  is  not  a proletarian,  but  a  plebiscite  
democracy, it is the democracy of Bonapartism, of  
fascism and national socialism. We are so well ac-
quainted with it that we have become over-sensi-
ble to every small appeal to its forms and meth-
ods.” (Huhn quoted on p. 114)

Fredo Corvo, December 27, 2017

Source: Willy Huhn, ein unbekannter Rätekommunist 
https://arbeiterstimmen.wordpress.com/2018/01/01/willy
-huhn-ein-unbekannter-raetekommunist/

Translation: H.C., January 16, 2018

https://arbeiterstimmen.wordpress.com/2018/01/01/willy-huhn-ein-unbekannter-raetekommunist/
https://arbeiterstimmen.wordpress.com/2018/01/01/willy-huhn-ein-unbekannter-raetekommunist/
https://www.marxists.org/deutsch/archiv/huhn/1973/trotzki/3-bonapartismus.htm
https://www.marxists.org/deutsch/archiv/huhn/1973/trotzki/3-bonapartismus.htm
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An Invitation to a Discussion
The protest movements in the Middle East and the Maghreb
At the end of last year, a workers’ movement erupted in the Middle East, departing from the territory of 
Iraqi Kurdistan – as a consequence of the bankruptcy of the local Kurdish bourgeoisie deprived of its oil  
revenues, unable to pay the wages – and being followed up by a massive outburst of proletarian discon-
tent in Iran, fueled by an immediate worsening of the living conditions due to the austerity policies pur-
sued by the regime of the ayatollahs in the wake of the IMF and world bank.

On the following pages we adopt the two articles that have immediately been published by the Spanish  
forum ‘Nuevo Curso’. Not only have these been the first statements by an expression of the communist 
Left; so far they have remained the only ones to take into account the international dimension of this 
proletarian upsurge in two neighboring countries that are central to the ongoing imperialist conflicts and 
tensions in the Near and Middle East.

These articles on the return of massive proletarian struggles in the region, and notably in Iran, are fol-
lowed up by one about the current protest movement in Tunisia, the cradle of the ‘Arab Spring’ in 2011. 
Taking into account structural differences with workers’ movements in a past period (such as labor pre -
carity and a loss of concentration in large factories), and of certain limitations to the current street  
protests, the article puts forward a concise formulation of the stakes of the struggles for the proletariat 
as a whole.

Finally, a contribution by Fredo Corvo points out that the statements delivered by two traditionally ri-
valing groups who lay claim to the heritage of the (Italian) communist Left, the ICT and the ICC re-
spectively,  concur in a Leninist approach that tends to obscure the proletarian character of the mass 
protests in the Middle East, by drawing on an abstract opposition between ‘economic’ and ‘political’  
struggles – in face of a movement that already transformed its initial ‘economic’ demands into slogans 
that declare hostility towards the theocratic regime as a whole, its corruption and first and foremost its 
engagement in regional wars to the expense of the majority of the population...  starting to put into 
question its capitalist nature even without the assistance of a ‘Leninist’ vanguard.

Quoted articles: 
• “Mobilizations of workers in the Middle East” (17)

‘Nuevo Curso’ on the proletarian movement in Iraqi Kurdistan and Iran (1)
• “Why is the movement in Iran in reflux?” (18)

‘Nuevo Curso’ on the proletarian movement in Iraqi Kurdistan and Iran (2)
• “Mobilizations in Tunisia” (24)

‘Nuevo Curso’ on the protests in Tunisia
•

Commentary:
• The Movement in Iran is a practical refutation of Leninism” (21)

A critique of the positions defended by some communist Left groups

As we hope, these contributions to a necessary debate among internationalists will not remain without 
replies.

Interesting reading,

The editor.
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‘Nuevo Curso’ on the proletarian movement in 
Iraqi Kurdistan and Iran

(1) Mobilizations of workers in the 
Middle East
» All the world's press commented on the refer-
endum on  the  independence  of  Iraqi  Kurdis-
tan last September.(1) With more or less agree-
ment on its political "opportunity", in the end ev-
eryone  celebrated  "the  will  of  the  people" and 
"national unity" not without envy. But in reality 
it  was another "fake independence,"  an attempt 
by the Kurdish bourgeoisie to buy time and pro-
vide the population with its particular  “Ground-
hog Day”.  (2) The response of the Iraqi govern-
ment was to take back the border factually under 
its control and to take direct control of the large 
oil fields around Kirkuk. From then on the inter-
esting started.

First there were spontaneous mobilizations of the 
oil workers which were joined by unemployed and 
public workers whom the government – deprived 
of the oil revenues – had left unpaid. The resigna-
tion of the prime minister could not stop an al-
ready  growing  anger.  The  demonstrations  soon 
turned against the political apparatus of the Kur-
dish bourgeoisie as a whole: the seats of the five 
Kurdish  parties  were  burned  by  the  crowd.  (3) 
Hereupon a cruel repression followed. (4)

The  government  of  Iraqi  Kurdistan  demon-
strated by shooting that the "right to decide"  
is sacred until the workers decide to interrupt  
the  nationalist  tunes  and  shake  off  national  
union.

We do not know more from the course of the mo-
bilizations after the first waves of repression be-

1) https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/sep/27/over-92-
of-iraqs-kurds-vote-for-independence  

2) A reminiscence to the surrealist situation around Catalan 
separatism, where the rivaling bourgeois fractions are “back 
to square one” after the regional elections of December 21. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Groundhog_Day_(film)  

3) http://www.lemonde.fr/moyen-orient-
irak/article/2017/12/18/kurdistan-irakien-des-sieges-
de-partis-politiques-incendies_5231432_1667109.html  

4) https://www.debka.com/mivzak/least-25-killed-110-
injured-mass-iraqi-kurdish-protests/  

cause since the 19th [of December] we have not 
found  any  news  in  the  international  media.  (5) 
But  on  the  28th,  only  two  weeks  later,  videos 
started to sip through on YouTube like the follow-
ing  one:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=5OFz8ikphnU&w=762&h=425

At the other side of the border, in  Kermanshah, 
Iranian  Kurdistan,  spontaneous  demonstrations 
had started against  rising prices,  unemployment 
and corruption (6) that spread almost immediately 
to  Mashhad (7) and Tehran. (8) Whereas the Ira-
nian state opted at first for a mild repression, (9) 
the case is that they have gained strength for two 
days  now,  going  from the  streets  to  the  enter-
prises and factories, converting into a wave of po-
litical strikes outside and against ofcial syndical-
ism. (10)

Iran, an imperialist power 
The Iranian bourgeoisie  finds itself  at  a critical 
moment.  The  nuclear  agreement  signed  with 
Obama  opened  markets  for  it  and  allowed  it 
strategic purchases abroad. Trump denounced it 
and initiated the course of its cancellation by the 

5) http://www.dw.com/en/protests-rage-in-iraqi-
kurdistan/a-41868334  

6) http://www.lastampa.it/2017/12/28/esteri/iran-
proteste-contro-il-regime-in-molte-citt-
RuSRfFGmVpf6qZQpLHxoXK/pagina.html  

7) http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/12/protests-
reported-kermanshah-mashhad-iran-171229142706874.html  

8) https://www.debka.com/mivzak/demos-tehran-corruption-
high-places/  

9) https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/dec/29/iranian-
police-disperse-anti-government-protests  

10) http://www.lemonde.fr/proche-
orient/article/2017/12/29/en-iran-deuxieme-jour-de-
manifestations-contre-la-baisse-du-pouvoir-d-
achat_5235821_3218.html  

The images [on YouTube] show a demonstration on December 30 in  
Shiraz. The demonstrators are shouting: “Dictatorship, you should be  
ashamed and piss off.” There have also been shouts of “Down with the  
Guards” and the photograph of the highest ranking military officer of  
the ‘Revolutionary Guards’ (Gjadem Seimani, he had been engaged in  
Syria) was burned. They have called upon the forces of order to join  
them and demand their solidarity with the demonstrators.

http://www.lemonde.fr/proche-orient/article/2017/12/29/en-iran-deuxieme-jour-de-manifestations-contre-la-baisse-du-pouvoir-d-achat_5235821_3218.html
http://www.lemonde.fr/proche-orient/article/2017/12/29/en-iran-deuxieme-jour-de-manifestations-contre-la-baisse-du-pouvoir-d-achat_5235821_3218.html
http://www.lemonde.fr/proche-orient/article/2017/12/29/en-iran-deuxieme-jour-de-manifestations-contre-la-baisse-du-pouvoir-d-achat_5235821_3218.html
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/dec/29/iranian-police-disperse-anti-government-protests
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/dec/29/iranian-police-disperse-anti-government-protests
https://www.debka.com/mivzak/demos-tehran-corruption-high-places/
https://www.debka.com/mivzak/demos-tehran-corruption-high-places/
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/12/protests-reported-kermanshah-mashhad-iran-171229142706874.html
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/12/protests-reported-kermanshah-mashhad-iran-171229142706874.html
http://www.lastampa.it/2017/12/28/esteri/iran-proteste-contro-il-regime-in-molte-citt-RuSRfFGmVpf6qZQpLHxoXK/pagina.html
http://www.lastampa.it/2017/12/28/esteri/iran-proteste-contro-il-regime-in-molte-citt-RuSRfFGmVpf6qZQpLHxoXK/pagina.html
http://www.lastampa.it/2017/12/28/esteri/iran-proteste-contro-il-regime-in-molte-citt-RuSRfFGmVpf6qZQpLHxoXK/pagina.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5OFz8ikphnU&w=762&h=425
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5OFz8ikphnU&w=762&h=425
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5OFz8ikphnU&w=762&h=425
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5OFz8ikphnU&w=762&h=425
http://www.dw.com/en/protests-rage-in-iraqi-kurdistan/a-41868334
http://www.dw.com/en/protests-rage-in-iraqi-kurdistan/a-41868334
https://www.debka.com/mivzak/least-25-killed-110-injured-mass-iraqi-kurdish-protests/
https://www.debka.com/mivzak/least-25-killed-110-injured-mass-iraqi-kurdish-protests/
http://www.lemonde.fr/moyen-orient-irak/article/2017/12/18/kurdistan-irakien-des-sieges-de-partis-politiques-incendies_5231432_1667109.html
http://www.lemonde.fr/moyen-orient-irak/article/2017/12/18/kurdistan-irakien-des-sieges-de-partis-politiques-incendies_5231432_1667109.html
http://www.lemonde.fr/moyen-orient-irak/article/2017/12/18/kurdistan-irakien-des-sieges-de-partis-politiques-incendies_5231432_1667109.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Groundhog_Day_(film)
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/sep/27/over-92-of-iraqs-kurds-vote-for-independence
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/sep/27/over-92-of-iraqs-kurds-vote-for-independence
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USA. However, the divisions within the American 
bourgeoisie are so brutal that the Senate, with a 
Republican majority, has let the deadlines go by 
without making the president's promise effective. 
(11) But this did not bring much tranquility in the 
Iranian  power  either.  Swamped  in  a  proxy-war 
with the Saudis in  Yemen and with troops de-
ployed in  Syria next to the Israeli border, it has 
been increasing the stakes again and again,  (12) 
tightening  its  alliance  with  Russia,  Turkey  and 
Qatar on one side, (13) with China on another side 
(14) and with France and Germany on still another 
one. (15) This expansionist game has been fueling 
regional tension. Among other consequences this 
has accelerated the change of leadership in Saudi 
Arabia to the most belligerent sectors, represented 
by Prince Salman.

The development of Iranian imperialism throughout  
the region has immense costs that have been put on 
the shoulders of the workers. The struggle for work 
and for the value of wages is the most effective fight 
against war.

A force in the cradle... that can change every-
thing
Who pays for the militarism and the costs of Ira-
nian imperial expansion? Obviously the workers. 
The loss of purchasing power, the chronic unem-
ployment that goes on and the aggravation of en-
demic  problems  such  as  access  to  housing,  fall 
fundamentally on their  backs.  Also,  in  part,  on 
that of the petty bourgeoisie. The appearance of 
slogans against corruption in Tehran demonstra-
tions testifies to this. This is, at this moment, a 
weakness. An "honest" Iranian state would not be 
less imperialist than the current one, nor would it 
be less determined on attacking the workers. The 
same can be said for Iraqi Kurdistan. 

11) https://www.publico.pt/2017/12/12/mundo/noticia/congr
esso-dos-eua-nao-vai-aplicar-sancoes-contra-o-irao-
1795769  

12) http://nuevocurso.org/el-capital-tiene-hambre-de-
guerra/  

13) https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/nov/22/iranian
-and-turkish-leaders-arrive-in-russia-for-syria-talks-
with-putin  

14) https://www.debka.com/mivzak/qatar-surprises-chinese-
short-range-missiles-military-parade/  

15) http://www.lemonde.fr/proche-
orient/article/2017/12/06/l-iran-toile-de-fond-de-la-
visite-d-emmanuel-macron-au-qatar_5225808_3218.html  

We still can not venture more. We do not know 
whether there have been attempts to organize in-
dependently, whether strikes and demonstrations 
have some kind of coordination or are just street 
movements.  It  is  possible  that  there  have  been 
such attempts, but the information can not come 
in more lamely or filtered. In any case,  it  looks  
like the working class is beginning to awaken  
and to show a tendency to act politically in-
dependent  of  the  state  and  the  bourgeoisie,  
beyond  national,  linguistic  and  ethnic  bor-
ders. And in a place that is, at this precise mo-
ment,  the  center  of   global  imperialist  conflict. 
And this, although it does not advance more at 
the moment, constitutes already a most important 
qualitative leap. A force capable of changing ev-
erything begins to emerge. «

Nuevo Curso, December 29, 2018

Source: Movilizaciones de trabajadores en Oriente 
Medio – Nuevo Curso 
http://nuevocurso.org/movilizaciones-de-trabajadores-
en-oriente-medio/

Translation: H.C., January 13, 2018

(2) Why is the movement in Iran in 
reflux?
» According to intelligence sources, (16) on Tues-
day night the number of rallies was reduced by 
one third and participation by almost a half. The 
key is not so much in the threats of Khamenei 
and the development of the repression, which al-
ready amounts to a dozen dead and more than 
1000  detainees,  "soft"  so  far  in  terms  of  the 
regime. (17) The key is the failure of the call for 
strikes last Tuesday.

There were no interruptions in work in the towns, 
large or small, of the whole country and the mar-
kets were as busy as usual (...) the protest move-
ment is running out of steam.

16) https://www.debka.com/iranian-protest-ebbs-failure-
stage-strike-regime-swamps-rallies-security-forces/  

17) As of January 9, 2018, 3,700 arrest have been ofcially con-
firmed. The number of death is said to be at least 22, on 
what is generally termed in mainstream media as “the big-
gest anti-government demonstrations since 2009.” (Editor’s 
note. Source: Al Jazeerah)

https://www.debka.com/iranian-protest-ebbs-failure-stage-strike-regime-swamps-rallies-security-forces/
https://www.debka.com/iranian-protest-ebbs-failure-stage-strike-regime-swamps-rallies-security-forces/
http://nuevocurso.org/movilizaciones-de-trabajadores-en-oriente-medio/
http://nuevocurso.org/movilizaciones-de-trabajadores-en-oriente-medio/
http://www.lemonde.fr/proche-orient/article/2017/12/06/l-iran-toile-de-fond-de-la-visite-d-emmanuel-macron-au-qatar_5225808_3218.html
http://www.lemonde.fr/proche-orient/article/2017/12/06/l-iran-toile-de-fond-de-la-visite-d-emmanuel-macron-au-qatar_5225808_3218.html
http://www.lemonde.fr/proche-orient/article/2017/12/06/l-iran-toile-de-fond-de-la-visite-d-emmanuel-macron-au-qatar_5225808_3218.html
https://www.debka.com/mivzak/qatar-surprises-chinese-short-range-missiles-military-parade/
https://www.debka.com/mivzak/qatar-surprises-chinese-short-range-missiles-military-parade/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/nov/22/iranian-and-turkish-leaders-arrive-in-russia-for-syria-talks-with-putin
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/nov/22/iranian-and-turkish-leaders-arrive-in-russia-for-syria-talks-with-putin
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/nov/22/iranian-and-turkish-leaders-arrive-in-russia-for-syria-talks-with-putin
http://nuevocurso.org/el-capital-tiene-hambre-de-guerra/
http://nuevocurso.org/el-capital-tiene-hambre-de-guerra/
https://www.publico.pt/2017/12/12/mundo/noticia/congresso-dos-eua-nao-vai-aplicar-sancoes-contra-o-irao-1795769
https://www.publico.pt/2017/12/12/mundo/noticia/congresso-dos-eua-nao-vai-aplicar-sancoes-contra-o-irao-1795769
https://www.publico.pt/2017/12/12/mundo/noticia/congresso-dos-eua-nao-vai-aplicar-sancoes-contra-o-irao-1795769
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What has upset the movement? 
Since its inception, (18) the backbone of the move-
ment has consisted of the workers' concentrations 
in the oil industry. The mobilizations soon materi-
alized in strikes in some key holdings in the coun-
try. Nevertheless…

2. The isolated strike  committees did not have 
the capacity to unify locally in a single organ-
ism,  a  coordinator  of  delegates,  that  would 
have  given  corporeality  and  direction  to  the 
movement, materializing the class as a political 
subject. In the absence of a basis organization, 
neither  has  an  organization  been  able  to 
emerge on the whole territory. The proletariat 
has shown itself as the only social force capable 
of making the regime tremble, but it has only 
be able to do so a "ghost" and not as an orga-
nizational body, and it could not help but fail. 
The Iranian mobilizations are the negative ver-

18) See the foregoing article by Nuevo Curso on page 17: 
http://nuevocurso.org/movilizaciones-de-trabajadores-
en-oriente-medio/  

sion of the 1905  experience. (19) Everything 
that allowed the leap from a protest into a rev-
olution in the Russia of 1905 has been lacking 
in Iran to break through: strike assemblies and 
coordinators of their delegates in increasingly 
extensive territorial spaces.

The mobilization defeated itself by showing itself in-
capable of developing a coordinator of assemblies  
and  delegates,  thus  giving  a  material  body  and 
showing the world to workers as a political subject.  
Tweet

3. The  attempt  to  replace  the  organization by 
the call for a national strike from nothing, us-
ing simply the ‘Telegram’ app and the Internet 
could only lead to failure. The "techno-insur-
rectionalism" is not a valid alternative to class 
organization. All the theories, very widespread 
in  Iran,  that  see  the  coordination  in  virtual 
networks as an alternative to the forms of uni-
tary organization of strikes are based, as Rosa 
Luxemburg pointed out in 1906 on  "the com-

19) http://marxismo.school/huelga-de-masas-y-consejos-
obreros/  

Map of protests and mobilizations.

http://marxismo.school/huelga-de-masas-y-consejos-obreros/
http://marxismo.school/huelga-de-masas-y-consejos-obreros/
http://nuevocurso.org/movilizaciones-de-trabajadores-en-oriente-medio/%5BSee
http://nuevocurso.org/movilizaciones-de-trabajadores-en-oriente-medio/%5BSee
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mon  purely  anarchistic  assumption  that  the  
mass  strike  is  a  purely  technical  means  of  
struggle which can be “decided” at their plea-
sure  and  strictly  according  to  conscience,  or  
“forbidden” – a kind of pocket-knife which can  
be kept in the pocket clasped “ready for any  
emergency,” and according to the decision, can 
be unclasped and used.” They conclude that an 
insurrectionist  strike  “in  the  manner  of  a  
board of directors” can be “put (…) the on the  
calendar on an appointed day.” (20)

The general strike has failed because a class mobi-
lization is not a technical issue, the assemblies can  
not be replaced by anonymous appeals, neither the  
coordinators by message chains. 

4. The reasons for the movement's staving in are 
much deeper than the fear of repression.  The  
repression  now  comes  to  liquidate  a  
movement  in  retreat,  it  did  not  cause  
its  recession.  As we saw in the first days of 
the  mobilizations,  when  the  movement  is 
strong enough, the repression keeps at distance 
and proves to be impotent. It is the recession 
of the mobilization, its inability to move for-
ward and take an organizational form that fa-
vors the repression.

The repression  is  impotent  and hides  before  the  
movement when the latter grows and tends to an  
organization in the making, it is its doubts and set-
backs that causes it to untie and not vice versa.  
Tweet

The petty bourgeoisie has only united marginally 
to disengage later... although its clearest represen-
tation, the Tehran university students, have been 
converted  into  a  symbol  by  the  international 
press, which is always allergic to workers.

5. Being still too weak to organize and appear as 
an organized alternative to the state, the Ira-
nian proletariat could not aspire to articulate 
the social whole against the state bourgeoisie 
on its own terms. The reports highlight how 
the petty bourgeoisie, which at first had made 
supportive attempts – as we saw at the  Uni-
versity  of  Tehran –  disengaged  from  the 
movement by not seeing in the workers more 
than a formless mass without tangible organi-
zation.  Thereby was found “its failure to at-
tract the essential support of the more power-
ful  classes  of  society,  the  intelligentsia,  the 

20) See: Rosa Luxemburg, The Mass Strike, the Political 
Party and the Trade Unions (1906),

middle class, the merchants of the bazaar and 
the students.” [ref.]

The origin of our weaknesses 
The weaknesses of the movement in Iran are not 
Iranian.  They  express  a  widespread  weakness 
throughout the working class in the whole world: 
the  fear  of  organization.  Rightly  escaping  the 
unions (21) and the leftist manipulations in the as-
semblies,  poisoned by the cynical  techno-insur-
rectionalism  used as a propaganda hook for the 
Internet giants, the workers try to give a technical 
solution to a political problem. Seeking a "new" 
alternative, they fall into the frailties of the most 
rancid anarchism. The weakness becomes suicide 
when ideologized and technified. The cult of the 
“intelligent mobilizations” (or "smart mobs") that 
would  require  assemblies  nor  discussion,  the 
"movement  without  leaders" that  would not  re-
quire delegation, etc. is a depth bomb against the 
development of class consciousness. (22) It's time 
to jump forward. Under the fear of organization, 
the fear of identifying itself as a class continues to 
beat, the open wound that consists of the passive 
acceptance of the constant denial that the system 
purports on us. That's the first thing that has to 
be overcome, not only in the Middle East.
The weaknesses of  the movement in  Iran are  
not  Iranian.  The  fear  of  organization  and  of  
identifying  as  a  class  is  widespread  among  
workers around the world. This is the time to  
overcome it.

The  movement  in  Iraqi  Kurdistan  and  Iran  in 
these  weeks  has historical  significance.  It  marks 
the possibility of a new course of struggles and 
puts a check on the warmongering escalation in 
the Middle East. But if its strengths shows us how 
much  we  can  transform  things,  its  weaknesses 
teach us where we should start doing this. «

Nuevo Curso, January 3rd, 2018

Source: ¿Por qué se desinfla el movimiento en Irán?  
– Nuevo Curso http://nuevocurso.org/por-que-se-
desinfla-en-movimiento-en-iran/

Translation: H.C., January 13, 2018

21) http://marxismo.school/se-puede-contar-con-los-
sindicatos/  

22) http://nuevocurso.org/que-es-la-conciencia-de-clase/  

http://nuevocurso.org/por-que-se-desinfla-en-movimiento-en-iran/
http://nuevocurso.org/por-que-se-desinfla-en-movimiento-en-iran/
http://nuevocurso.org/que-es-la-conciencia-de-clase/
http://marxismo.school/se-puede-contar-con-los-sindicatos/
http://marxismo.school/se-puede-contar-con-los-sindicatos/
https://www.marxists.org/archive/luxemburg/1906/mass-strike/ch02.htm
https://www.marxists.org/archive/luxemburg/1906/mass-strike/ch02.htm
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The movement in Iran is a practical refutation of  
Leninism
A critique of the positions defended by some groups of the communist Left

The movements of workers in Iran seem to have 
been ignored for a long time by groups that refer 
to  the  internationalist  Communist  Left.  The 
Spanish  group  Nuevo  Curso who relies  on the 
Spanish  Left  of  De Munis (1)  immediately  pre-
sented the two articles adopted in this ‘Digest’s’ 
issue:  “Mobilizations  of  workers  in  the  Middle  
East” (12/29/2017) and “Why is the movement in  
Iran in reflux?” (01/03/2018). While, at the time 
of writing, no analysis is yet available from vari-
ous Bordigist groups, the ICT and the ICC have 
recently  presented  their  analyzes.  The  ICT de-
cided to postpone an English translation of both 
articles  from  Nuevo  Curso to  its  forthcoming 
printed version of Revolutionary Perspectives. On 
its  website it  has published an article,  “Iranian 
Protests against Austerity” (2) with some notable 
differences  compared  to  the  texts  written  by 
Nuevo Curso. The same differences also appear in 
two articles of the ICC about the movements in 
Iran. (3) Such a fraternal unanimity of ICT and 
the ICC is remarkable, given their years of open 
mutual hostility.
First of all, let me say that the articles in question 
give an important addition to Nuevo Curso's con-
tributions because they go deeper  into the ten-
sions between  the reformists and the religious 
hardliners within Iran, plus Iran's position within 
the  inter-imperialist  tensions in  the  Middle 
East. (4) In the Dutch media, we can read calls for 

1) See for instance: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grandizo_Munis, or (in 
French): “Positions et parcours d’un internationaliste : G. 
Munis (1912-1989)” on the Controversies web site: 
http://leftcommunism.org/spip.php?article264&lang=fr.

2) D Saadati, January 16, 2018: “Iranian Protests against Aus-
terity”; http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2018-01-
16/iranian-protests-against-austerity  

3) WH, January 5, 2018, “Demonstrations in Iran: strengths 
and limits of the movement”: 
http://en.internationalism.org/icconline/201801/14695/d
emonstrations-iran-strengths-and-limits-movement; 
Steinklopfer, January 9, 2018: “Iran: the struggle between 
bourgeois cliques is a danger for the working class”:   
http://en.internationalism.org/icconline/201801/14694/i
ran-struggle-between-bourgeois-cliques-danger-working-
class  

4) For this reason the aforementioned article by Steinklopfer on 
the ICC website has been published on the blog 

"solidarity" from the so-called Iranian opposition 
in exile, calling for support of Trump's efforts to 
tighten sanctions against Iran and/or to contrib-
ute to the strengthening the position of the  re-
formists in  Iran.  Let  me be  unequivocally  clear 
about this: the working class in Iran, neither in 
the  Netherlands  or  anywhere  else  in  the  world, 
has no interest in supporting any of the imperial-
ist forces, large or small, who oppose each other in 
the Middle East: the USA, Russia, China, Israel, 
Saudi Arabia, Turkey. Nor is it in the interest of 
the Dutch working class to make a choice between 
conflicting capital interests in connection with ex-
ports to Iran or to other countries involved in the 
imperialist wars. The various fractions of Iranian 
capital are all equally reactionary to the working 
class,  and the proletariat has nothing to expect 
from Western  'achievements'  such  as  'liberaliza-
tion' and 'democratization'  whose wry fruits the 
proletariat in the west is reaping every day.
Nothing special so far. However, when it comes to 
the analysis of the workers' struggle in Iran, the 
articles  published  by  ICT and  ICC differ  from 
those of Nuevo Curso, who states:
“The class begins to awaken and show its tendency  
to act politically independently, over national, lin-
guistic and ethnic borders in a place that is the cen-
ter of the global imperialist conflict.” (5)

How the ICT is hatching an egg... 
The  events  in  Iran  described  by  Nuevo  Curso 
confirm the ability of the working class to break 
free from the ideological influence of all bourgeois 
movements and to fight for its own purposes. This 
development is generally called autonomization – 
workers standing up for their own class interests – 
or politicization – directed against the state and 
all its political fractions. As such, the movement 
in  Iran  was  also  a  resounding  refutation  of  all 
kinds of Leninist ideas that maintain a strict sepa-
ration between 'economic' and 'political struggle'. 
This  applies  not  only  to  the  positions  of  the 
Communist  Workers  Organization and  the 

‘Arbeidersstemmen’ in the Dutch language.
5) See the tweet included at the end of Nuevo Curso’s article of 

December 29.

https://arbeidersstemmen.wordpress.com/2018/01/21/iran-de-strijd-tussen-burgerlijke-fracties-is-een-gevaar-voor-de-arbeidersklasse/
http://en.internationalism.org/icconline/201801/14694/iran-struggle-between-bourgeois-cliques-danger-working-class
http://en.internationalism.org/icconline/201801/14694/iran-struggle-between-bourgeois-cliques-danger-working-class
http://en.internationalism.org/icconline/201801/14694/iran-struggle-between-bourgeois-cliques-danger-working-class
http://en.internationalism.org/icconline/201801/14695/demonstrations-iran-strengths-and-limits-movement
http://en.internationalism.org/icconline/201801/14695/demonstrations-iran-strengths-and-limits-movement
http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2018-01-16/iranian-protests-against-austerity#comments
http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2018-01-16/iranian-protests-against-austerity#comments
http://leftcommunism.org/spip.php?article264&lang=fr
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grandizo_Munis
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Gruppe  Internationaler  SozialistInnen (both 
afliated with the ICT), but also to those of the 
ICC. The ICT therefore had to make every effort 
to keep its Leninist dichotomy afloat with regard 
to economic struggle and political struggle. Work-
ers would not go further than economic struggle, 
while for political struggle the party must bring 
class-consciousness into the class. The formation 
of the party and, prior to that, the activity of the 
organization of revolutionaries is thus given a vol-
untaristic  and idealistic character.  In the article 
the CWO has published on January 16, I read the 
following remarkable 'analysis':
The movement, “in less than a week, spread to over  
40  cities.  Then,  increasingly  they  became  anti-
regime protests, targeting both conservative and the 
reformists alike. It did not even spare the “Supreme 
Leader”,  and  calls  of  “Death  to  the  Dictator”,  
“Death to Khamenei” were heard loud and clear in  
most cities.  These outbreaks are fundamentally a 
product  of  economic  grievances and  its  root  lies 
nowhere else but in the capitalist system itself and  
its long lasting crisis.” (Bold by F.C.)
That is the way:  at a time when strikes around 
economic  points  spontaneously  lead  to  political 
demonstrations against the war and the regime as 
a whole, we just say very ‘materialistically’ that 
this is ‘economic struggle’, that without the Party 
it will lead to nothing. However, it seems to me 
that there are some better arguments for the need 
of the party. The hammering on the necessity of 
the party can hardly conceal the fact that the re-
mainder of this analysis of the workers' struggle is 
hardly different from that by Nuevo Curso.

… and the ICC is walking on eggs... 
So far the publication on the ICT website. The 
ICC does even worse, the article by WH even has 
difculty recognizing the proletarian character of 
the  movement  in  Iran.  See  how the  strikes  are 
stashed away:
“For months now there have been demonstrations of  
discontent by pensioners, the unemployed (28% of  
young people are out of work), teachers,  workers 
whose wages aren’t being paid. Finally, the 50% rise  
in oil and basic foods, like the doubling of the price  
of eggs – there has been talk of a “revolution of the  
eggs” – lit the fuse.” (Bold by FC)
In the article  by Steinklopfer  (6)  words such as 
‘proletarians’, ‘workers’ are only mentioned twice, 
first in the title and subsequently one relating to 
the ‘Arab Spring’ in Egypt. On the other hand, 

6) See footnote 3.

the  word  ‘popular  anger’  or  its  equivalents  are 
used four times.
One might expect that, if someone does not agree 
with the analysis of  Nuevo Curso on the impor-
tance of the strike movement that preceded the 
wave of demonstrations, at least he/she would ask 
questions or try to deny its factual nature, for in-
stance as "Saudi propaganda". But no, the ques-
tion is simply evaded.
The  development  of  the  struggle  into  a  fight 
against  Iran's  war  participation  is  already  an 
abomination to WH of the ICC:
“On top of this, Iran is surrounded by countries at  
war which makes it very difficult for the workers of  
Iran to win the solidarity of the proletariat in these  
countries and strengthens nationalism within their  
own ranks.” (7)
It is always good to warn of the ‘dangers’ of a rep-
etition of the ‘Arab Spring’, but in this case the 
ICC simply denies that the movement increasingly 
has turned against the Iranian war participation. 
Unfortunately, for the ICC, this real development 
is a practical denial of its 1970s position that a 
context of economic crisis is more favorable to the 
development of the workers' struggle than a con-
text of war, or a post-war situation such as 1918-
1923. Here too, the retention of old dogmas daz-
zles the view of reality.

Nationalistic reflexes and the development of 
class consciousness
The ICC has never really been able to separate it-
self from the 19th century idea of proletarian rev-
olutions per country, an idea that has always been 
opposed  by  the  Dutch  and  German  Left,  and 
other  honest  Communists.  As evidenced by  the 
development of  Engymo into a bourgeois group, 
ICT afliated groups are not immune to such na-
tionalistic reflexes.(8) In the appendix I give some 
quotes that illustrate the anti-national position of 
the [historical] communist Left.
If it suits the ICT or the ICC to respond to this 
criticism, it is very likely that they will make ac-
cusations  of  'economism',  'spontaneism',  'luxem-
burgism' and 'councilism'. This way of 'framing' 
may  be  effective  to  keep  their  own  supporters 

7) Ibidem.
8) “Thesis 12. Proletarian Revolution is national in its form 

and international in its content. It presupposes an interna-
tional struggle of the working class in each country against 
its own bourgeois class. Socialism or communism is not built 
on a national but only on an international scale.” This idea of 
Engymo in continuation of the Communist Manifesto can be 
found in the 2012 Some basic programmatic theses (Bold by 
FC).

https://engymo.wordpress.com/2012/09/17/some-basic-programmatic-theses/
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from independent thinking, but it is not an an-
swer  to  the  real  developments  that  have  taken 
place in Iran. It is also completely inadequate to 
dismiss  this  development  with  'spontaneity'  or 
'underground maturation of consciousness' (which 
the ICC always likes to claim pretending to be 
right  in  the absence of  facts,  but  now the ‘old 
mole’ threw up firm ground, it is simply evaded). 
Hidden  behind  spontaneity  lies  a  year-long 
process in the working class as a whole in which 
workers individually and in careful mutual discus-
sions have reflected upon their own interests with 
regards to the economic crisis, the war effort and 
the propaganda of the reformist and the funda-
mentalist factions. Once in motion, this develop-
ment of proletarian consciousness has made huge 
leaps. The fact that some slogans were immedi-
ately recognized as a better articulation of the in-
terests as a class can only be explained from this 
preceding process. It is also in this way that the 
class  actually  feeds  the  positions  of  the  small 
groups  and on which  it  will  produce  the  party 
later.
Fredo Corvo, January 21, 2018

Appendix
Proletarian class struggle is international

“The words of Marx in the Communist Manifesto,  
according to  which the  workers  of  all  countries  
must rid themselves first of their own bourgeoisie,  
have  been  reduced  to  nothing.  Imperialism has  
proven that they were erroneous.” Herman Gorter, 
Imperialism,  the  World  War  and  Social  Democracy, 
1914. (9)
“The previous years witnessed the primacy of the  
national trade union against the employers sepa-
rated by trades and nations; against the employ-
ers associations, the national trade union federa-
tion;  against  the  national  government,  the  na-
tional party. Now, in this new stage of capitalism,  
against capitalism's new organization, against the  
international trusts and international finance capi-
tal,  a  world  trade  union  federation  must  be  
founded; against the imperialism and the policies  
of all States, a new international party must be  
founded.  Against  the  national  and international  
dimensions of imperialism, mass action is neces-
sary. This is the stage in which we are living. The  
reflection of  this  new theory,  the translation of  
this theory into facts, the practice of this theory:  
this is what the new International must be, the  

9) https://www.marxists.org/archive/gorter/1914/imperiali
sm.htm#h4  

new International which must be born from the  
old  International  and  from  this  war.” 
Herman Gorter, Imperialism, the World War and Social 
Democracy, 1914. (10)

“Class  struggle  is  international;  The proletarian  
revolution can not, if it wants to win, play itself  
within closed borders. It is a world revolution. Al-
ready in the first battles the importance of inter-
nationality  came  to  the  attention  of  the  prole-
tariat. Throughout the working-class movement, a  
common thread is the attempt to establish an in-
ternational battle front.” Programm der Kommunis-
tischen  Arbeiter-Partei  Deutschlands,  Berlin,  January 
1924, p. 21. (11)

“The territorial boundaries in which the proletar-
ian dictatorship is exercised can be joined only at  
a certain moment in the inevitable international  
character of the workers' revolution. Choosing the  
right moment will be one of the most difficult po-
litical  issues for  council  power.  It  is  very likely  
that these borders will not coincide with the cur-
rent political boundaries or the language barrier.  
On the contrary, under the pressure of economic  
and class relations, they will probably be for some 
time partly narrower, some time wider. The prole-
tarian revolution may temporarily create entirely  
new territories in its international course, and de-
stroy them on an ongoing basis until the grand 
goal is achieved, and the borders of the countries  
are destroyed.
Along the way, with every rising wave of revolu-
tion, an explosion of old territorial and national  
boundaries  will  take  place;  on  the  other  hand,  
when going back, it will be necessary to recognize  
and to seal off fixed area boundaries for a certain  
period  of  time.  The  absolute  mastery  of  these  
once  necessary  limits,  the  free  disposition  and  
complete  control  over  which persons  and which 
goods can be transferred in both directions, is po-
litically and economically a vital condition for the  
dictatorship.  Equally  important,  however,  is  to  
disorganize and sabotage by all means the politi-
cal and economic border protection of capitalisti-
cally governed territories, and to transfer propa-
ganda and organization from the territories con-
quered into the territories still oppressed. Because  
the proletarian class struggle is international and 
can only be victorious in international form.” Pro-
gramm der Kommunistischen Arbeiter-Partei Deutsch-
lands, Berlin, January 1924, p. 30/31. (12)

10) https://www.marxists.org/archive/gorter/1914/imperial
ism.htm#h17  

11) http://www.left-dis.nl/d/Programm.KAPD.1924.docx.pdf  
12) (Ibidem)

http://www.left-dis.nl/d/Programm.KAPD.1924.docx.pdf
https://www.marxists.org/archive/gorter/1914/imperialism.htm#h17
https://www.marxists.org/archive/gorter/1914/imperialism.htm#h17
https://www.marxists.org/archive/gorter/1914/imperialism.htm#h4
https://www.marxists.org/archive/gorter/1914/imperialism.htm#h4
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“Mobilizations in Tunisia”
‘Nuevo Curso’ on the protests in Tunisia

» Tunisia is not the Middle East, even if the an-
glophone media says so. Less than 1,000 kilome-
ters from Murcia capital, it is the most urban and 
secularized  country  in  the  African  Maghreb 
(West).  There the so-called  Arab  Spring began 
there, originally as an outbreak of dissatisfaction 
of the urban sub-proletariat who were joined by 
the petty bourgeoisie and the workers in an un-
differentiated "popular" mass. The Tunisian bour-
geoisie reacted by starting a  "democratic transi-
tion" that at first seemed well-sponsored by Eu-
rope and Qatar, but that did not solidify due to 
two elements.
1. The  first  is  the  imperialist  conflict  that  ex-

tends  in  a  continuum from  the  Gulf  to  the 
Maghreb. Beyond the traditional very influen-
tial Italian and French position at the heart of 
the local bourgeoisie, the leading party of the 
government coalition depends on “Ennahdha” - 
a  rancid  “Christian  democracy”,  a  Muslim 
Carlism which is economically and diplomati-
cally  supported  by  Qatar.  Tunisia  could  not 
avoid the increasing tension between the allies 
of Saudi Arabia and those of Iran due to the 
Yemen war. The conflict with the United Arab 
Emirates and the closure of the "Fly Emirates" 
lines (1) was only one anecdotal example of an 
underground war in which France on the one 
hand (2) and Turkey on the other (3) have im-
mediately appeared. 

2. But if the imperialist game does not help, it is 
because,  despite  the fact  that  Tunisian state 
capitalism made a remarkable effort at diversi-
fication  for  decades,  the  stability  of  Tunisia 
continues to depend on the international prices 
of  crude  oil  and  basic  foods.  The  Tunisian 
economy  thus  has  common  features  with 
Venezuela (4) and with so many other countries 
on the periphery who testify of the impossibil-
ity of an independent development of its na-
tional  capital.(5)  Tunisia  has  difculties  in 

1) http://www.lemonde.fr/international/article/2017/12/24
/la-tunisie-suspend-les-vols-de-la-compagnie-
emirates_5234193_3210.html  

2) http://www.jeuneafrique.com/501331/politique/tunisie-
emmanuel-macron-a-tunis-en-fevrier-pour-parler-
securite-et-economie/  

3) http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/12/erdogan-pledges-
boost-turkey-tunisia-trade-ties-171227134106529.html  

4) http://nuevocurso.org/tiene-venezuela-futuro/  
5) http://marxismo.school/el-imperialismo-segun-rosa-

opening up new markets in a geopolitical envi-
ronment that has increasingly decomposed and 
in which the European Union already takes up 
more than 80% of its foreign trade. Tunisian 
capital maintains itself at unemployment rates 
of over 15%, (6) an overwhelming underemploy-
ment and a growing inequality.

In order to create employment, it would need a 
6% growth, an objective that Ben Ali – the dicta-
tor  that  was  ousted  in  2011  –  had  declared  a 
thousand times without achieving it. Subsequently 
he increased the burden on the popular classes. 
The speculative storms that multiplied the price 
of wheat detonated the popular protests – that is 
to say of the group of classes that make up "the 
people"  –  which  overthrew  the  regime.  Today, 
with  a  public  debt  equivalent  to  70% of  GDP, 
Tunisian  democracy  faces  a  similar  dilemma. 
Tunisian capital has not achieved the growth rates 
capable of reducing unemployment and underem-
ployment  and  remains  highly  dependent  on the 
exterior in a context of increasingly adverse impe-
rialist conflicts.

The mobilizations 
If  anyone had any doubt about how the demo-
cratic  bourgeoisie  would  react,  the  budget  that 
came into force on January 1, should have made 
this clear: austerity, less redistribution, lower so-
cial spending and new indirect taxes. Translated 
into terms of consumption, this meant harsh price 
increases.  (7) On day three a university student 
group (8) created the campaign "#Fech_Nestanew" 
("What are we waiting for?") (9) and started to 
call  for  rallies  in front of  public  buildings.  The 
original approach was an appeal to inter-class citi-
zens, based on a fake idea of assemblies. The calls 
are born from university groups and are set in an 
inter-classist  framework consistent with the new 
democratic discourse of the Tunisian bourgeoisie.

luxemburgo/  
6) http://kapitalis.com/tunisie/2017/11/15/tunisie-taux-

de-chomage-estime-a-153-au-3e-trimestre-2017/  
7) http://www.jeuneafrique.com/507291/economie/laugmentat

ion-de-la-tva-provoque-un-tolle-en-tunisie/  
8) https://www.realites.com.tn/2018/01/fech-nestanew-

jeunes-denoncant-hausse-prix-arretes-a-sousse/  
9) https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?

story_fbid=1799289303474915&id=1784313681639144  

https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&langpair=es%7Cen&rurl=translate.google.com&sp=nmt4&u=https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php%3Fstory_fbid%3D1799289303474915%26id%3D1784313681639144&usg=ALkJrhjlDCG2KfAkyPeFTx8D5nIdq2NIhw
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1799289303474915&id=1784313681639144
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1799289303474915&id=1784313681639144
https://www.realites.com.tn/2018/01/fech-nestanew-jeunes-denoncant-hausse-prix-arretes-a-sousse/
https://www.realites.com.tn/2018/01/fech-nestanew-jeunes-denoncant-hausse-prix-arretes-a-sousse/
http://www.jeuneafrique.com/507291/economie/laugmentation-de-la-tva-provoque-un-tolle-en-tunisie/
http://www.jeuneafrique.com/507291/economie/laugmentation-de-la-tva-provoque-un-tolle-en-tunisie/
http://kapitalis.com/tunisie/2017/11/15/tunisie-taux-de-chomage-estime-a-153-au-3e-trimestre-2017/
http://kapitalis.com/tunisie/2017/11/15/tunisie-taux-de-chomage-estime-a-153-au-3e-trimestre-2017/
http://marxismo.school/el-imperialismo-segun-rosa-luxemburgo/
http://marxismo.school/el-imperialismo-segun-rosa-luxemburgo/
http://nuevocurso.org/tiene-venezuela-futuro/
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/12/erdogan-pledges-boost-turkey-tunisia-trade-ties-171227134106529.html
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/12/erdogan-pledges-boost-turkey-tunisia-trade-ties-171227134106529.html
http://www.jeuneafrique.com/501331/politique/tunisie-emmanuel-macron-a-tunis-en-fevrier-pour-parler-securite-et-economie/
http://www.jeuneafrique.com/501331/politique/tunisie-emmanuel-macron-a-tunis-en-fevrier-pour-parler-securite-et-economie/
http://www.jeuneafrique.com/501331/politique/tunisie-emmanuel-macron-a-tunis-en-fevrier-pour-parler-securite-et-economie/
http://www.lemonde.fr/international/article/2017/12/24/la-tunisie-suspend-les-vols-de-la-compagnie-emirates_5234193_3210.html
http://www.lemonde.fr/international/article/2017/12/24/la-tunisie-suspend-les-vols-de-la-compagnie-emirates_5234193_3210.html
http://www.lemonde.fr/international/article/2017/12/24/la-tunisie-suspend-les-vols-de-la-compagnie-emirates_5234193_3210.html
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Logo of the movement "What are we waiting for?" that made the call  
for the first protests.

And the workers?
The populist and inter-classist framework of the 
calls,  their  "citizen" forms,  false assemblies,  and 
their calls for the revival of the "Jasmine Revolu-
tion"  leave little  room for  an independent  class 
approach and reinforce the "democratic" discourse 
of the Tunisian bourgeoisie that is so much to the 
taste of its European allies.
However,  the  initiators  were  quickly  superseded 
(10) and three days of nightly violence have now 
been  going  on  (11)  so  "What  are  we  waiting  
for?" is trying to recover its position with "a big 
demonstration" on January 11, the anniversary of 
the "Jasmine Revolution" of 2011, as the unions 
ask the government for an illusory increase in the 
minimum wage.
The violence on leaving work and even in part the 
assaults on businesses are much more than the ex-
pression of the “infiltration of the lumpen” as de-
nounced by some of the initiators. They express 
the anger and impotence of some workers who re-
alize that the democratic discourse of the  "Jas-
mine  Revolution" and  the  “Arab  Spring" is 
pure poison for their interests... but who do not 
find the form and strength to raise their alterna-
tive. The underlying causes are the very causes of 
the extinction of the movement in Iran: the class  
movement  can  not  be  expressed  indepen -
dently  without  a  class  organization  based  
on assemblies and committees of recallable  
delegates. (12)

10) http://www.lastampa.it/2018/01/09/esteri/le-proteste-
contro-il-carovita-infiammano-la-tunisia-
GJ8f6jwVwyZPGa3iY0J8nL/pagina.html  

11) https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/jan/10/tunisia
-rocked-second-night-protests-over-price-rises-
austerity-measures  

12) See the 2nd article by Nuevo Curso on the movement in Iran 

But there is one more important turn. If in Iran 
there are massive concentrations of workers – al-
most all in the oil industry – that would make a 
real assembly organization possible in the work-
place and a coordination by such committees. In 
Tunisia most of the industrial production (30% of 
GDP approximately) is situated in factories with 
less than 500 workers and most of the workers are 
employed in services and construction (producing 
almost 50% of GDP). In addition, in terms of pre-
carity and job rotation, (13) Tunisia is much more 
advanced than Spain. (14)
What  we  are  seeing  in  Kurdistan,  Iran  and  in 
Tunisia is how the class is confronting and redis-
covering the need for organization. The terrain of 
"the  city"  and  the  self-convoked  manifestation, 
easily framed by democratic or populist inter-clas-
sism, is a corset that only leads to frustration and 
to the batons of the riot police. Even when strik-
ing, as in Iran, the street without the factory or 
company assembly behind it, becomes a factor of 
disunity, not an arm of the class movement.
We are at a most important moment of the life of 
the class in which the central question is to re-
cover the most basic instruments of struggle: the 
strike  and  the  organization  in  assemblies  with 
elected and revocable committees. The forms will 
no longer be only those of a hyper-concentrated 
proletariat in factories. Among their most impor-
tant tasks is to find out how to organize those at-
omized by the increased precariousness of many 
jobs. The result will be the key to consolidating a 
new course of struggles around the world. «
Nuevo Curso, January 11, 2018

Source: Movilizaciones en Túnez – Nuevo Curso 
http://nuevocurso.org/movilizaciones-en-tunez/

Translation: H.C., January 13, 2018

Proofreading & corrections: Jock, January 20, 2018

on page 18.
13) http://nuevocurso.org/que-es-la-precarizacion/  
14) http://nuevocurso.org/que-esta-matando-de-hambre-al-

cerdito-de-la-seguridad-social/  

http://nuevocurso.org/movilizaciones-en-tunez/
http://nuevocurso.org/que-esta-matando-de-hambre-al-cerdito-de-la-seguridad-social/
http://nuevocurso.org/que-esta-matando-de-hambre-al-cerdito-de-la-seguridad-social/
http://nuevocurso.org/que-es-la-precarizacion/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/jan/10/tunisia-rocked-second-night-protests-over-price-rises-austerity-measures
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/jan/10/tunisia-rocked-second-night-protests-over-price-rises-austerity-measures
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/jan/10/tunisia-rocked-second-night-protests-over-price-rises-austerity-measures
http://www.lastampa.it/2018/01/09/esteri/le-proteste-contro-il-carovita-infiammano-la-tunisia-GJ8f6jwVwyZPGa3iY0J8nL/pagina.html
http://www.lastampa.it/2018/01/09/esteri/le-proteste-contro-il-carovita-infiammano-la-tunisia-GJ8f6jwVwyZPGa3iY0J8nL/pagina.html
http://www.lastampa.it/2018/01/09/esteri/le-proteste-contro-il-carovita-infiammano-la-tunisia-GJ8f6jwVwyZPGa3iY0J8nL/pagina.html
http://nuevocurso.org/files/2018/01/tunez-qu%C3%A9-esperamos.jpg
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Caliphate and barbarism: The final Struggle?
An appeal for translations by Třídní Válka # Class War (January 8, 2018)

As we do regularly with texts which we do not 
necessarily claim neither the totality of contents, 
nor  the militant dynamics  or  the programmatic 
body of  their  authors (whether  they are  collec-
tives or individuals),  we reproduce (for the mo-
ment only in French) on our blog the new article 
of Tristan Leoni on the Islamic State and the Syr-
ian-Iraqi conflict, originally published on the blog 
DDT21 Douter de tout… | Douter de tout… pour 
tenir l’essentiel. (1)

We believe that this article, despite its somewhat 
“academic” form and its “objectivist” style (multi-
ple  journalistic  references  that  are  supposed  to 
give  it  a  veneer  of  “seriousness”),  compiles  and 
synthesizes a whole series of important informa-
tion and readings. It also represents a great rele-
vance for many militant discussions at the inter-
national level on recent evolution of the politico-
military front of the “civil war in Syria” and the 
very media “war on terror” and “against the Is-
lamic State” in particular.

So far, we have neither the force nor the time and 
the militant energy to translate the whole text in 
English, Czech or Spanish (for example). Never-
theless we want to afrm here our fierce desire to 
centralize  any  initiative  coming  from  comrades 
able to take on with us this task of translation in 
these or other languages. We are therefore issuing 
an appeal and we are already proposing the trans-
lation  into  several  languages  of  a  small  excerpt 
from this text. It is more specifically focusing on 
the critics  of  the illusions towards the so-called 
“Rojava  Revolution”  and  its  politico-military 
structures  always  more  heavily  integrated  into 
state military systems: weapons supplied by the 
US, coordination of military campaigns with the 
US, Russia and Syria, construction of US military 
bases,  presence  of  Western special  forces  troops 
within the coordination of Rojavist militias, etc.

The article was originally published in French at 
the following address:
https://ddt21.noblogs.org/?page_id=1906

1) [DDT21 Doubting about everything… | Doubting about ev-
erything… to hold the essentials].

The article is also available in French in PDF for-
mat A4:
https://ddt21.noblogs.org/files/2017/12/Calif
at-et-barbarie-La-Lutte-finale.pdf
The three previous articles in French in the series 
“Caliphate  and  barbarism”  are  available  at  the 
following addresses:
“Caliphate and barbarism” first  part  (December 
2015):
https://ddt21.noblogs.org/?page_id=667
“Caliphate  and  barbarism” part  two  (December 
2015):
https://ddt21.noblogs.org/?page_id=728
“Caliphate  and  barbarism:  Waiting  for  Raqqa” 
(July  2016):
https://ddt21.noblogs.org/?page_id=1030

Even  the  last  admirers  of  Rojava’s  “libertarian 
utopia” in Western far-left  circles  must recognize 
“the state aspect” of this “experience”, its “proto-
state institutions”, the weight of the PYD, the com-
pulsory military service, the leader cult, the respect  
for private property, etc. They still hope that with 
time the  situation can develop positively.  In  the  
meantime it  is talked a lot about the communes 
that the PYD sets up in villages and neighborhoods.  
Yet, far from the workers’ councils, they are mainly  
district councils with limited and consultative pow-
ers, and with the role of first instance judicial medi-
ators. The rest of the political and administrative 
functioning, which seems to be very bureaucratic, is 
modeled on the Western democratic institutions –  
which, it is true, is a novelty in Syria.

The regime in power in Rojava also announces a  
“will  to defend a form of organization of society  
that respects gender equality and linguistic diver-
sity” and “a fraternal,  democratic,  ecological  and 
emancipatory society for all without distinction of  
gender, ethnicity or faith”. This is very good, as it is  
for the establishment of gender equality in all areas.  
But isn’t it a little exaggerated to call these princi-
ples “revolutionary”? And when it’s said “for patri-
archal societies”, should we understand “for these  
people”? Because we do not see very well how could  
“revolutionaries” support and praise such a process,  
unless they believe in a kind of an Orientalist re-
verse momentum, that it is very good for them, or  
they think (perhaps following recent theoretical dis-

https://ddt21.noblogs.org/?page_id=1030
https://ddt21.noblogs.org/?page_id=728
https://ddt21.noblogs.org/?page_id=667
https://ddt21.noblogs.org/files/2017/12/Califat-et-barbarie-La-Lutte-finale.pdf
https://ddt21.noblogs.org/files/2017/12/Califat-et-barbarie-La-Lutte-finale.pdf
https://ddt21.noblogs.org/?page_id=1906
https://ddt21.noblogs.org/
https://ddt21.noblogs.org/
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coveries) that the establishment of a parliamentary  
democracy based on the Western model is now an 
indispensable step for a future social revolution.

If it was possible to be mistaken in 2014, it is in-
comprehensible that in 2017 some people still dis-
cover in Rojava a “revolutionary”, “libertarian” or  
even  “self-managing”  experience.  We  won’t  come 
back  to  that.  The  word  “revolution”  has  been 
widely  overused in  everyday language,  to  such a  
point  that  it  has  no  longer  any  precise  political  
meaning. It seems that it is now the same in far-left  
or anarchist circles, where this word is increasingly 
synonymous with evolution towards more democ-

racy. In addition to losing battles, if we lose words,  
it’s utopia itself that is weakened.

Třídní Válka, January 8, 2018

Source: Caliphate and barbarism: the final strug-
gle? – Třídní Válka # Class War 
http://www.autistici.org/tridnivalka/caliphate-and-
barbarism-the-final-struggle/

Note
This  introduction  is  currently  also  available  in 
Čeština,  French,  Spanish  and  Italian on  the 
Třídní Válka web site.

→ Continued  from page  32: ‘Is  Turkey  starting  a  World  
War?’

The problem is  that,  as the war on the Syrian 
border  develops,  the  tension  grows  between  an 
Egypt dependent on the US and a Sudan embold-
ened by its alliance with Turkey. The Red Sea, 
more than Iraq, is the international extension of 
this new episode of the Syrian war. But it would 
be too naive to think that a conflict a few kilome-
ters from the Mediterranean will  not also affect 
Europe. Yesterday, Tsipras warned in Davos about 
the danger of an "aggressive neighbor" like Turkey 
on which the massive arrival  of  Syrian refugees 
depends  to  a  large  extent,  moderating  the  first 
German reactions.

The usual hit men, paid by or in love with Rus-
sian propaganda, are [somewhat] lost. They have 
been praising the al Assad criminal regime for too 
long now to be able to change the axis as quickly 
as Putin. The "libertarians" who have been selling 
the military camps of the "Turkish Path" for years 
as  an  example  of  anti-authoritarian  socialism, 
feminism, confederalism and many other  things, 
are having difculties in explaining how the mon-
ster of yesterday is the protective father of today.

We are going to see this kind of thing very often 
in the coming years. All states — and aspirants to 
statehood — are imperialists in the current era, 
they all behave like hyenas. And in the absence of 
the overwhelming power of a block boss such as 
the USSR and the USA during the Cold War, al-
liances will be volatile and changing, with "betray-
als" and realignments taking place.

But do not be fooled, there is no "lesser evil" [on 
the other side]. Everyone now has their wager on 
ethnic cleansing, they all continue and will con-
tinue  to  cause  horrendous  disasters.  None  will 
bring peace, prosperity or anything like that. On 
the contrary, all and in the forefront of Europe, 
starting with France, are going to inflame the war 
according to their own interests, using the crimes 
of both to cover up their own crimes and advance 
their own imperialist agendas. Nothing else can be 
expected.

This  war  is  not  a  local  phenomenon,  a  border 
riffraff or a distant battle. It is one more expres-
sion of a general tendency that expresses the  
inability  of  capitalism to  offer  an alternative  
to  collapse,  misery,  war  and  robbery.  That's 
why we should worry. That is why {it} should en-
courage and remember how important it is to con-
front here and now, the attacks of capital and the 
state,  both  materially  and  ideologically,  both 
those that result in precarization and those that 
sell us nationalism and incite us for war.

Nuevo Curso, January 25, 2018

Source: ¿Está iniciando Turquía una guerra mundial?  
– Nuevo Curso https://nuevocurso.org/esta-iniciando-
turquia-una-guerra-mundial/

Translation: F.C., January 30, 2018

Final editing: H.C., January 30, 2018

https://nuevocurso.org/esta-iniciando-turquia-una-guerra-mundial/
https://nuevocurso.org/esta-iniciando-turquia-una-guerra-mundial/
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The Communist Left and Marxist-Humanism
Abstract of Part 2/2: The ‘Unfinished American Revolution’ (Fredo Corvo)

“It is no historic secret that the later the bourgeois revolution against feudalism or slavery takes place, the  
less complete it is, due to the height of class opposition between capital and labor. The lateness in the abo-
lition of slavery in the United States accounts for the tenacious economic survivals of slavery which still  
exist in the country.”  Raya Dunayevskaya ‘American Civilization on Trial’ p. 16.

The preceding part of this article on Marxist Humanism, (1) took the rise of ultra-right in the United 
States – and worldwide – since the election of Trump, as a starting point to review historical similarities  
and differences between the situation in the USA and in Europe. Since my point of view has been influ-
enced by the Italian and especially the German-Dutch Communist Left, the article could not avoid the 
subject of differences in analysis and positioning between proletarian internationalist groups. Focusing 
on the position of the American internationalist current that referring to Raya Dunayevskaya calls itself  
'Marxist humanist', I came to the conclusion that any serious discussion of the Communist Left with the 
Marxist-Humanist internationalists should include the theoretical-historical source of their actual analy-
ses: Raya Dunayevskaya’s 1963 ‘American Civilization on Trial: Black Masses as Vanguard .’

Abstract
Marxist Humanism takes its internationalist roots 
from Raya Dunayevskaya break with Trotsky in 
1939 on his defense of the Russian ‘workers' state’ 
in  case  of  a  world  war.  In  the  Netherlands, 
Sneevliet’s  Marx–Lenin–Luxemburg  Front took 
the same position. During the 1941 massive Feb-
ruary Strike against anti-Semitic raids and work-
ers being obliged to forced labor in Germany, the 
MLL-Front  defend  its  internationalist  position. 
Dunayevskaya  in  1943  saw  half  a  million  mine 
workers (a bigger part of which were Negroes) go 
on strike and an outburst of mass Negro demon-
strations  against  racism  in  New  York,  Chicago 
and Detroit.

The Communist Left differs from internationalist 
groups breaking with Trotskyism  in the inheri-
tance from Trotskyism of the latter of certain tac-
tics  of  the  Communist  International  that  the 
Communist  Left  resisted,  The  Communist  Left 
understood more or less the need of a change in 
tactics as a result of a change in period, character-
ized by imperialist war, economic crises and mass 
strikes.  However,  Lenin  and  Trotsky  attributed 
the capitulation of Social-democracy before impe-
rialism to treacherous leadership and proposed a 
continuation of social democrat tactics under dif-
ferent – their – leadership.

Dunayevskaya takes the apparent success of Black 
nationalism in the Interbellum. as an occasion to 
fall back on the IV Congress of the Communist 
International (1922) which adopted Lenin’s The-
ses on the National and Colonial Questions and to 
accept  the  theory  of  Workers’  Aristocracy.  The 
German and Dutch Communist Left at the other 
hand opposed all kinds of nationalism as a bour-
geois  ideology,  included  the  nationalism  of  op-
pressed minorities. Pannekoek underlined that na-
tionalism is the most dangerous of bourgeois ide-
ologies, because it not only derives its force from 
the past – such as religion – but from the eco-
nomic foundations of society itself.

Fredo Corvo, October 25, 2017.

Source: Part 2/2 The ‘Unfinished American Revolu-
tion’ – Fredo Corvo. The complete text is download-
able as pdf from: http://libcom.org/blog/communist-
left-marxist-humanism-part-22-unfinished-american-
revolution-22112017

Contents
• Marxist Humanism’s internationalist roots (2)
• The success of Black nationalism before the Second World 

War, Lenin’s theories on the Right of Nations to Self-de-
termination and on Workers’ Aristocracy (4)

• Strengths of Raya’s view of the ‘unfinished revolution’ (7)
• Weaknesses (10)
• The period of bourgeois revolutions, will it ever end? (13)
• Abstract (15)

1) See A Free Retriever's Digest, Vol.1 #5 (October 1, 2017), or: https://libcom.org/blog/communist-left-marxist-humanism-
part-1-trump-neo-fascism-26102017. 

http://libcom.org/blog/communist-left-marxist-humanism-part-22-unfinished-american-revolution-22112017
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https://libcom.org/blog/communist-left-marxist-humanism-part-1-trump-neo-fascism-26102017
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Internationalist Marxism or islamist Nationalism?
The Dutch Left and Islamism (Barend Luteraan, Henk Sneevliet, Tan Malaka)

The following article is an excerpt from the chapter on the colonial question in the forthcoming re-edi-
tion of the History of the German-Dutch Communist Left (1990) by Philippe Bourrinet. Publication 
of this revised and augmented edition in French language is foreseen by the Editions ‘Moto Proprio’ in 
the course of next Spring. A Free Retriever's Digest will certainly come back to this important work of 
historiography on the internationalist communist Left in due time.

The case of Indonesia
At its congress of June 6 and 7, 1914, in Leiden, 
and  at  the  instigation  of  Wijnkoop,  the  SDP 
adopts the slogan: “Los van Holland nu!” (“Imme-
diate separation from Holland”). This slogan was 
the concretization of the policy ofcially adopted 
by  the  Second  International.  Nevertheless,  the 
SDP’s colonial policy immediately led to ambigui-
ties  about  the then-expanding nationalist  move-
ment in Indonesia. The party uncritically joined 
forces  with  the  ‘Indische  Partij’ (“Indonesian 
party”) of E.V.E. Douwes Dekker, the distant de-
scendant of Multatuli, then exiled to the Nether-
lands.  He even opened the  columns of  De  Tri-
bune in 1914 to the nationalist leader, whose goal 
was independence in conjunction with the Asian 
“elites”, in other words with the national bour-
geoisie of Asia. This heralded a policy of subjuga-
tion of the “native” proletariat to the Asian bour-
geoisie,  which was fully  developed in  the  Com-
intern, and of which Sneevliet was one of the arti-
sans.

The ambiguities of the SDP’s policy towards the 
colonial problem were exposed during Sneevliet's 
stay  in  Indonesia,  between  1913  and  1918. 
Sneevliet,  who  was  formally  a  member  of  the 
SDAP until 1916, was working locally with mem-
bers  of  the SDP.  Settled in Semarang,  a major 
port on the north coast of Java, he took the lead-
ership of the Vereeniging van Spoor- en Tramper-
soneel (VSTP; “Union of Railway and Tramway 
Personnel”) – the only union to admit Indonesian 
workers,  and  which  would  form the  proletarian 
basis of the future Communist Party of Indonesia 
(PKI).

In May 1914, at the initiative of Sneevliet, who 
was thus implementing the resolution of the inter-
national congress of Paris, the Indonesian Social  
Democratic  Union (ISDV;  Indische  Sociaal-

Democratische Vereeniging) was formed. This or-
ganization  included  about  one  hundred  Dutch 
members, including some Javanese and Indo-Euro-
peans. In October 1915 it provided itself with a 
fortnightly publication in Dutch, ‘Het vrije woord’ 
(“Free speech”); then in April 1917 the first so-
cialist  newspaper  in  Indonesian  language  ap-
peared:  ‘Soeara  Merdika’ (“The  Voice  of  Free-
dom”). All the ambiguity of the existence of the 
ISDV stemmed from its privileged relations with 
nationalist  organizations.  The  two  main  ones 
were:  ‘Sarekat Islam’ (“Islamic Union”) - formed 
by Muslim traders, who extended their influence 
over the workers and peasants – and the ‘Indische 
Partij’ of Douwes Dekker, formed mainly of Indo-
European employees, who – after its dissolution in 
1913 – called themselves ‘Insulinde’. Sneevliet and 
members of the ISDV at the same time adhered to 
the movement ‘Insulinde’, but above all the ISDV 
developed  close  relations  with  ‘Sarekat  Islam’ 
from 1916 on, as the break with  ‘Insulinde’ was 
consummated, who defended a policy favorable to 
Japanese imperialism, with the nationalist slogan: 
“Java to Javanese”. It turned out that Indonesian 
members of the ISDV were simultaneously adher-
ents and even leaders of  the Islamic movement, 
such as Semaun (1899-1971), who in 1921 was the 
first leader of the PKI (Indonesian PC).

During the war, the ISDV recruited a considerable 
number of Indonesians from Sarekat Islam, which 
numbered  20,000.  For  a  brief  period  Akmed 
Soekarno –  the  future  nationalist  leader  and 
president of Indonesia after 1946 – was an active 
member. But it is notable that many of the new 
members  of  the  ISDV  remained  members  of 
Sarekat  Islam.  This  policy  foreshadowed,  in  an 
embryonic state, that which was followed in China 
– advocated by the CI and Sneevliet – after 1921, 
from a united front to the fusion of a nationalist 
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organization  (the  ‘Kuomintang’)  with  the  Com-
munist Party of China.

This attitude of alliances with groups of Islamist 
ideology had always been foreign to revolutionary 
Marxism. As early as 1916,  Barend Luteraan,  a 
leader of the  Tribunist Left, had warned against 
“the  mistake  of  the  revolutionaries  of  Western  
countries to call for support to the ideology of Is-
lam” (De Tribune, October 14, 1916).

Ambiguity  about  Islamic  nationalism  was  also 
present  with  Lenin.  To  put  an  end  to  Russian 
colonial imperialism, Lenin and Stalin – People's 
Commissar for Nationalities – proclaimed on No-
vember 15, 1917 a policy based on:

1. Equality and sovereignty of the peoples of Rus-
sia. 2. The right of the peoples of Russia to self-
determination  including  to  separation  and  the 
constitution of an independent State. 3. Elimina-
tion of every national or religious privilege or limi-
tation. 4. Free development of national minorities 
and ethnic groups living on Russian territory.

Going still  further, on December 7, 1917, Lenin 
and Stalin launched an appeal “To all Muslims in  
Russia  and  the  East”,  appealing  exclusively  to 
their religious feelings instead of emphasizing the 
antagonistic  interests  of  peasants  and  workers 
against the mullahs and big landowners, who re-
lied on the Islamist ideology to preserve the inter-
ests of their own class:

“All of you whose houses of prayer and mosques  
were  destroyed,  whose  beliefs  and  customs  were  
trampled by the Tsars and oppressors of  Russia!  
From now on, your beliefs and your customs, your  
national and cultural institutions are free and invio-
lable. Organize your national life freely and unhin-
dered! It's your right.”

This call was in fact a call to loosen the cordon 
sanitaire established by Western imperialisms (but 
also by Japan that occupied Vladivostok) around 
Soviet Russia. This call enjoined “Persians, Turks,  
Arabs  and  Indians” to  form  an  anti-imperialist 
front, by all means, including by flattering the re-
ligious  sentiments  of  the  “masses”.  In  effect, 
Lenin, “in a gesture of high symbolic significance,  
orders the restitution to Tashkent of the Koran of  
Othma,  one  of  the  oldest  copies  of  the  sacred  

text,” that was preserved in the Imperial Library 
of St. Petersburg.  (1)

But it soon became clear to Lenin and the Bolshe-
viks that this appeal not only encouraged Pan-Is-
lamism but also Pan-Turkism, which aimed at dis-
membering Russia for the benefit of the imperial-
ist  powers,  or  even the movement of  Mustapha 
Kemal, who would triumph in 1922.

In July 1920, in a First Draft of Theses on the 
National and Colonial Questions (II. Congress of 
the Comintern), Lenin strongly emphasized:

2. The  necessity  of  fighting  against  the  clergy 
and  the  other  reactionary  and  medieval  ele-
ments  who  have  influence  in  the  backward 
countries;

3. The  necessity  to  fight  against  Pan-Islamism 
and other similar currents that try to combine 
the liberation movement against European and 
American imperialism with the strengthening 
of the positions of khans, landowners, mullahs, 
etc.

Nevertheless, despite this dangerous ‘united front’ 
politics  with  anti-socialist  religious  movements, 
Sneevliet and his organization maintained the rev-
olutionary flame against the war: for Zimmerwald, 
for the Russian Revolution in 1917, for a Third 
International. All this undeniably showed the in-
ternationalist  nature  of  the  ISDV.  As  early  as 
March 1916, Sneevliet and his followers left the lo-
cal SDAP to join the Tribunist SDP. As the So-
cial-Democratic  Union  adopted  an  increasingly 
revolutionary  character  thanks  to  the  Russian 
Revolution, the organization's right split (Septem-
ber 1917) to join the  Indonesian Social  Demo-
cratic Party, a branch of the SDAP in Indonesia.

From 1917, the whole activity of the ISDV was 
oriented towards supporting the Russian and then 
the  German Revolution.  The  only  revolutionary 
movement in Indonesia in which the ISDV partici-
pated was that of the soldiers and sailors of the 
Dutch fleet at Surabaya (Java) who formed – un-
der the influence of the events of Germany and 
with the  active  participation of  Sneevliet  –  the 
council  of  sailors  and  soldiers  in  Surabaya  (the 
second largest city of Java, on the North Coast). 

1) Mathieu Renault, L’Empire de la révolution. Lénine et les 
musulmans de Russie, Syllepse, 2017. (“The Empire of the 
Revolution. Lenin and Russian Muslims”)
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Sneevliet's participation in this movement led to 
his expulsion from (“external”) Indonesia in De-
cember 1918.

Sneevliet's policy was unquestionably internation-
alist,  unlike  that  led  by  the  “Muslim  Marxist” 
Tan Malaka (see below), but it floated in ambi-
guity. It was either irresistibly drawn to interna-
tionalism, under the impulse of the Russian Revo-
lution, or drawn to the radical nationalist move-
ments, led by the religious leaders. In the latter 
case, there was no alternative but submission of 
the Indonesian proletarian movement to Islamism, 
in the name of the struggle for “national libera-
tion”. The oscillation between nation and interna-
tional class was well summed up by the ISDV pro-
gram at its May 1918 congress:

“The goal of the ISDV is to organize the prole-
tariat and the peasants of East India, irrespective  
of  their  race  and  religion,  into  an  independent  
union, that leads the class struggle in their own  
country  against  a  dominant  capitalist  class,  
thereby  strengthening  the  international  struggle  
and wages, at the same time, the only possible  
struggle for national liberation.” (‘Het Vrije Wo-
ord’, May 20, 1918.)

In 1920, the Indonesian Communist Party (PKI) 
was  formed  by  the  ISDV and  Indonesian  trade 
unionists linked to the nationalist movement. In 
the  CI  Sneevliet,  significantly,  represented  the 
PKI and the left wing of ‘Sarekat Islam’. This al-
liance  with  the  indigenous  Islamic  bourgeoisie 
lasted until 1923. This policy of alliance was the 
work of the Indonesian communist, member of the 
Dutch PC, Tan Malaka (1897-1949), who at the 
IV. Congress of the Comintern in 1922, criticized 
the position of Lenin against Pan-Islamism:

“... pan-Islamism no longer has its original meaning,  
but has in practice a completely different meaning...  
Today, in Indonesia, among the oppressed colonial  
peoples,  pan-Islamism  represents  the  liberation 
struggle  against  the various imperialist  powers of  
the world.”

Worse, Tan Malaka asserted at this congress that 
it was necessary to fight shoulder to shoulder with 
the Islamist group ‘Sarekat Islam’, claiming to be 
Muslims and with “the Koran in their hands”, and 
that it was necessary that the proletarians of the 
East  “understand  their  religion  better”  by  sup-
porting the Soviet Union:

“Since the beginning of last year, we have worked to 
re-establish the link with  ‘Sarekat Islam’.  At our  
congress  in  December  of  last  year,  we  said  that  
Muslims in the Caucasus or other countries that co-
operate with the Soviets and fight against interna-
tional  capitalism  understand their religion better;  
and we also said that if they wanted to make propa-
ganda for their religion, they could do so as long as  
they did not do it in meetings but in mosques.

We were asked in public meetings: Are you Mus-
lims, yes or no? Do you believe in God, yes or no?  
What could we answer to that? Yes, I said, when I  
am facing God I am a Muslim, but when I am fac-
ing man I am not a Muslim. This is how we de-
feated their leaders  with the Koran in our hands 
[emphasis added]; and at our congress last year, we  
forced the leaders of ‘Sarekat Islam’, through their 
own members, to collaborate with us.”

In the Dutch Communist Left there was never any 
question of establishing the least compromise, and 
therefore the slightest compromising, with an ide-
ology totally  foreign to  the revolutionary prole-
tariat. For the communist left, it was about strug-
gling until victory for a world free of both capital-
ism and religious ideologies,  that worked relent-
lessly to maintain the existing social order. 

Philippe Bourrinet, January 2018

Source: Marxisme internationaliste ou nationalisme 
islamiste ? – Pantopolis  http://pantopolis.over-
blog.com/2017/12/marxisme-internationaliste-ou-
nationalisme-islamiste.html

Translation: H.C., January 26, 2018

Postscript by the author
Apropos  of  the  Islamo-leftists  of  the  NPA  in 
Plenel (“My Friends the Muslims”), who descends 
from the LCR, [we present] these luminous quotes 
from Trotsky in 1923 and 1938:

“We adopt a completely irreconcilable attitude to-
wards all those who utter a single word on the pos-
sibility of combining mysticism and religious senti-
mentality with communism. Religion is  irreconcil-
able with the Marxist point of view. Whoever be-
lieves in another world can not concentrate all his  
passion on the transformation of [this world].” 
“We, the revolutionaries, have never finished with  
the problems of religion, because our tasks consist  
in  emancipating  not  only  ourselves  but  also  the  
masses from the influence of religion. Whoever for-
gets  to  fight  against  religion  is  unworthy  of  the  
name of revolutionary.” 

http://pantopolis.over-blog.com/2017/12/marxisme-internationaliste-ou-nationalisme-islamiste.html
http://pantopolis.over-blog.com/2017/12/marxisme-internationaliste-ou-nationalisme-islamiste.html
http://pantopolis.over-blog.com/2017/12/marxisme-internationaliste-ou-nationalisme-islamiste.html
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Turkish Military Invasion of Northern Syria
‘Nuevo Curso’: Is Turkey starting a World War?

2018 started with the US announcing the creation 
of a "security zone" on the Syrian-Turkish border 
on the basis of the Kurdish YPG-PKK forces ... 
which precipitated a predictable Turkish military 
deployment.

In 1984 the PKK opened a cruel war against the 
Turkish State. Massacres and crimes against hu-
manity on both sides,  has  cost  the lives  of  be-
tween 25,000 and 30,000 people, many of them, 
especially during the first ten years, [were] Kur-
dish peasants from rural areas and Kurdish politi-
cians from urban areas who did not accept the 
hegemony of Ocalan's new power and the estab-
lishment of his cult of personality. Throughout its 
history, the PKK relied during different stages on 
neighbors  and rivals  of  Turkey while  simultane-
ously maintaining camps and military bases in the 
Syria of the father of the current al Assad and in 
the Iran of the ayatollahs. The PKK, which was fi-
nanced for years by channeling heroin trafcking 
to  Europe,  became  an  ally  of  both  China  and 
Qaddafi, the IRA and the Shining Path. In short: 
the PKK was all worth it to establish a territory 
in Turkey and all was worth to the PKK in order 
to destabilize the Ottoman giant. Therefore, from 
the  perspective  of  the  Turkish  State,  today's 
American play is  perceived in  a similar  way to 
that  of  the  Spanish  State,  when  after  the  civil 
war, the US decided to "secure the border" on the 
French side of the Atlantic Pyrenees with a force 
of 3,000 ETA-militants.

Less than a week ago, there were still those who 
were confident that Russia would avoid a Turkish 
military offensive. But Russia was already making 
other calculations. On the one hand, their alliance 
with al Assad began to weaken with peace, [who 
was] leaning more and more towards the aggres-
sive and conflicting military power of Iran and its 
allies of the Lebanese Hezbollah deployed on the 

ground. On the other hand, expelling the US from 
Syria was beginning to be considered a viable goal 
in Moscow if the military capabilities of the Ot-
toman ally were reinforced.

Erdogan,  once  Russian  support  was  obtained, 
could target not only a decisive blow to the old 
enemy, but even a relief from the pressure of the 
Syrian refugees for his economy. The plan now is 
to create in the hitherto Kurdish canton, a buffer 
micro-state with Syrian refugees.

To that end, although al Assad protested and pas-
sively supported the Kurds, giving them free pas-
sage through their regions, the Turkish advance 
did  not  seek  direct  confrontation  but  instead 
quickly won the border areas without moving de-
cisively  towards  Afrin,  but,  apparently,  towards 
Manbij.

The problem is that if the Turkish army gained 
control of Manbij, it would de facto mean the ex-
pulsion of the US as a protagonist on the ground 
in Syria, possibly precipitating a military escala-
tion that everyone seems to take for granted.

Erdogan's  imperial  gaze  goes  far  beyond  a  few 
kilometers  south  of  its  border.  During  the  last 
months  he  has  developed  an intense  diplomatic 
activity that has culminated in an alliance with 
Sudan and  a military base in the Red Sea. It 
thus went ahead of the possible Saudi temptations 
to  help  to  the  Kurds  or  to  position  itself  too 
openly  or  actively  with  the  USA,  once  Qatar 
showed its support to the offensive. By the way, 
"returning" to the Red Sea more than a century 
after the collapse of the Ottoman Empire, has a 
symbolic value for the Turkish conservative neo-
nationalism  as  important  as  the  annexation  of 
Crimea has been for the social base of Putin. 

(To be continued on page 27.)

The next release of A Free Retriever's Digest is envisaged for the second half of March 2018. Please send your notifications and 
contributions ultimately on Sunday, March 11.
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